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01  Toward a Globalized Japanese Studies:
What We Need to Learn from Modern Catholic Japan
Kevin M. DOAK
A few years ago, I asked Marie Anchordoguy, my co-editor at The Journal of Japanese Studies, 
if she could discern any pattern, trend, paradigm, or the like in the field in recent years. I had 
already worked with her in editing the JJS for more than five years, not only editing the man-
uscripts that had been accepted for publication, but reading all submissions to the JJS, a 
number that of course far exceeds the number of articles we published. It seemed to me that 
the editorship of the JJS offered an unparalleled position from which to discern where the 
field of Japanese Studies, at least in the English language, was headed. But after several years 
of reading all these submissions, I was left a bit troubled that I could not discern any trend or 
pattern in the field. I thought that perhaps Marie, who had served as co-editor of the JJS a bit 
longer than I had, had noticed some pattern that had eluded me. But no, she agreed with me 
that there was no clear trend in Japanese Studies at present.
The field certainly has grown more diverse over recent years, although submissions to 
the JJS were still heavily tilted towards historical and literary scholarship. But even that fact 
does not allow us to conclude that Japanese Studies has shifted away from the social sciences. 
Rather, it is more likely that Japan experts in the social science fields are more inclined to 
publish in discipline-based journals rather than area studies journals like the JJS — although 
we got a good share of submissions from social scientists as well.
The failure to discern a pattern in the field of Japanese Studies arguably can be present-
ed as proof of the growth and dynamism in the field. There are so many scholars working in 
so many subfields that the very diversity of topics, approaches, and methodologies can be 
seen as evidence of the scholarly maturity of Japanese Studies. Perhaps there is another possi-
bility, a more troubling one that goes right to the heart of not only Japanese Studies but of 
Asian Studies in general.
I am indebted to the subject of my current research, Tanaka Kōtarō (1890–1974), law 
professor and Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, for this other perspective. Tanaka pub-
lished a powerful and controversial indictment of the Japanese intellectual world in 1932 
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called “An Exploration into Our Contemporary Intellectual Anarchy and Its Root Causes.”1 
That is right, the state of Japanese Studies today can be described as “anarchic,” for many of 
the same reasons that Tanaka found the general Japanese intellectual world of the 1930s to be 
anarchic. Tanaka attributed the cause of Japanese intellectual anarchy to modern secularism 
and its bias toward philosophical and moral relativism. As he put it, “Western social thought 
has been unnaturally ripped away from its indispensible basis in Christianity, and transplant-
ed in Japan in an exotic fashion and has thus begun to develop in a deformed manner.”2 This 
anti-Christian bias that Tanaka found at the root of modern Japanese intellectual life 
stemmed to a great measure from the popularity of Marxism and neo-Kantian relativism 
among social scientists in early twentieth century Japan. 
At best, religion was acceptable if it could be limited to a subjective, emotional indul-
gence by eccentrics — something that would surely wither away in time with greater progress 
and scientific development. But a religion, that claimed already to have reconciled faith and 
reason and sought to bring that understanding of truth into social science, was seen as a 
threat to the relativism that informed much of modern intellectual thought. By referring to 
this situation as “anarchy,” Tanaka hoped to draw attention to the modern intellectual with-
drawal from a governing standard of objective truth and its retreat instead to a world of sub-
jective passions and diverse political programs that rejected any assertion of right order, such 
as was put forth by advocates of the Natural Law (of which Tanaka was one).
Similarly, the English language field of Japanese Studies can be seen as suffering from a 
double-effect of relativism: (1) in the first instance, scholars working in the field of Japanese 
Studies undoubtedly are influenced, directly or indirectly, by many of the Japanese intellectu-
als whose relativist bias Tanaka identified and criticized in the early 1930s; (2) in the second 
place, Japanese Studies as conducted in English has certainly not completely avoided the ex-
oticism and moral escapism that Edward Said lambasted as “Orientalism” in his classic study 
of that name.3 
While some area studies scholars have embraced the political aspects of Said’s critique 
that were useful in their agendas against Western cultural imperialism (falling back into the 
relativism mentioned above), they generally overlooked Said’s moral criticism of how Western 
men used the Orient for sexual fantasies and worse. Said noted that Orientalism creates the 
image of the Orient as a “place where one could look for sexual experience unobtainable in 
1  Tanaka Kōtarō, “Gendai no shisō-teki anākī to sono gen’in no kentō,” Kaizō 14 (7), July 1932, pp. 2–28. 
pp. 2–28.
2  Tanaka Kōtarō, “Gendai no shisō-teki anākī to sono gen’in no kentō,” p. 5.
3  Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books), 1979.
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Europe.”4 
Also, few scholars who do use Said for political purposes are aware of the fact that Said 
himself was a Christian. The latter point is not about Said’s personal piety (it appears he was 
not a regularly practicing Christian), but rather that Said’s background as a minority Chris-
tian Arab enabled his critical view on the sexual objectification and cultural homogenization 
carried out by Western men as they projected their fantasies onto the non-West. Today, in 
spite of Said’s criticism, there seems to be a renewal of this particular kind of moral Oriental-
ism that looks to Japan for evidence of a sexual libertinism that might be contrasted with a 
supposedly more repressive (Christian) West. 
And yet, as Said predicted, this sexualized Japan seems to offer little more than a com-
modification of the human person and a rather tired form of commercialization and con-
sumption of the images it creates. And these images are increasingly circulating well-beyond 
“Japanese” or even “non-Western” cultures. Yet the net result is not a true globalist under-
standing of Japanese culture, but rather an effort to perpetuate moral relativism and the sexu-
al attitudes of nineteenth century Orientalists as broadly as possible in the present.
All is not lost, however. Even as this kind of neo-Orientalizing is being conducted by 
some Japan Studies scholars today (who are now often joined by their Japanese colleagues 
who engage in a form of self-exoticizing of Japanese culture as they too embrace what they 
undoubtedly see as the latest trend imported from the West), there is a renaissance of interest 
in Christianity in Japanese culture that offers a promising countermeasure to this neo-Orien-
talism.5 Although even scholarship on Christianity in Japan also has been touched by the in-
fluences of this Orientalist exoticism and cultural relativism, we are beginning to see new ap-
proaches that challenge old shibboleths about the complete eradication of Christianity from 
Japan during the Edo period or the essential incommensurability of Christianity and Japanese 
culture. 
An important and path-breaking work in this regard is the forthcoming study by Wil-
liam J. Farge that has discovered Baba Bunkō (1718?–1758) as a hidden Catholic who was a 
prolific social critic and was apparently executed for his faith at a time when Japanese Catho-
lics were supposedly already wiped out or driven deeply underground.6 There was not sup-
posed to be a Catholic influence on mid-Edo culture, but Baba suggests otherwise. 
4  Said, Orientalism, p. 190.
5  Cf. Kiri Paramore, Ideology and Christianity in Modern Japan (Leiden: Routledge), 2009; Rebecca Suter, 
Holy Ghosts: the Christian Century in Modern Japanese Fiction (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press), 2015.
6  William J. Farge, A Christian Samurai: The Trials of Baba Bunkō (Washington, DC: The Catholic 
University of America, 2016).
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The anthology that I edited, Xavier's Legacies: Catholicism in Modern Japanese Culture 
was an effort to signal that Catholicism was not merely something from Japan’s early modern 
period, but has continued to play a largely unsung role in shaping modern Japanese culture, 
politics and society.7 And I have been particularly fortunate during 2015 at the Nichibunken 
to participate in the collaborative research project headed by Associate Professor Nanyan Guo 
on the impact of Christian missionaries on modern Japanese language (see her paper at the 
end of this volume). The large number and wide range of disciplinary specializations of the 
scholars participating in Professor Guo's project signal that there is a vibrant international 
community of Japan scholars who recognize the importance of crossing cultural borders in 
the way that the study of Christian Japanese culture especially foregrounds.
Yet, while Japanese Protestants are well-represented in English language Japanese Stud-
ies, the study of Japanese Catholics lags behind what scholars working in the Japanese lan-
guage have achieved. One can point to a wealth of recent publication in Japanese on Catholic 
Japanese culture: the five volume set of Inoue Yōji chosaku senshū (Nihon Kirisuto kyōdan 
Shuppankyoku, 2015); the nearly dozen articles by Yamanashi Atsushi published from 2010 
to 2012 on various aspects of Catholicism in modern Japan; Wakamatsu Eisuke’s many books 
but especially his Yoshimitsu Yoshihiko (1904–1945): Shi to tenshi no keijijōgaku (Iwanami 
Shoten, 2014); and similarly, Yamane Michihiro, the doyen of Japanese language work in 
Endō Shūsaku (1923–1996) Studies, who presents a consistently Catholic perspective in his 
work, something that contrasts with the English language scholarship on Endō’s literature 
that is dominated by Protestant, if not non-Christian, perspectives.8
But the crowning jewel is undoubtedly the appearance of Iwashita Sōichi (1889–1940)’s 
Shinkō no isan as an Iwanami Bunko paperback in 2015. The republication of Fr. Iwashita’s 
prewar essays on the Catholic faith in this cheap and widely available format suggests some-
thing of the reach of Catholic Japanese Studies in Japan today. In addition, I have found a 
warm reception for my work on Catholic Japanese whenever I address audiences in Japan 
(which are mostly composed of non-Christians). Yet, the interest in Catholic Japanese Studies 
in the West has been rather tepid.  
Why the difference? Here I think we have to recognize the influences of Orientalism 
that tend to make Western scholars of Japanese Studies both uncomfortable with the presence 
7  Kevin M. Doak, ed., Xavier's Legacies: Catholicism in Modern Japanese Culture (Vancouver: University of 
British Columbia Press, 2011).
8  For example, contrast Yamane Michihiro, Endō Shūsaku no "Fukai kawa" o yomu (Tokyo: Chōbunsha, 
2010), with Mark Dennis and Darren J. N. Middleton, eds., Approaching Silence: New Perspectives on 
Shusaku Endo's Classic Novel (New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2015).
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of Christians in Japanese culture and with the uncompromising universal truth claims that 
Catholicism in particular raises. In the first place, we have to honestly admit that Western 
scholars of Japanese Studies are not representative of their own societies’ attitudes toward 
Christianity; by their very professional choice of Japanese Studies a good many Western 
scholars have run toward Japan from the very Orientalist impulses that Said exposed — to es-
cape from the moral frameworks of their homelands that might oppose their own personal 
pleasures. Such escapism, however, is more than a matter of personal moral choice. Collec-
tively, it builds in a certain bias toward particularism and relativism in the field of Japanese 
Studies that is open to every cultural phenomena one can discover in Japanese history and so-
ciety except for those aspects of Japanese cultural history that speak of something larger, 
something more global, something that the West might even share with Japan (strangely, 
with the exception of Marxism, however marginal it is in Japanese Studies).  
Of course there are various approaches that might yield a more global Japanese Studies. 
But certainly attention to the contributions made by Japanese Catholics to their culture is 
one very important area for promoting a more globalized Japanese Studies. In contrast to 
Protestantism and Marxism, Catholicism was not introduced to Japan only at the end of the 
nineteenth century with the wholesale modern transformation of Japanese culture. It estab-
lished roots in Japan hundreds of years earlier, simultaneous with many “traditional” features 
of Japanese culture that were shaped in the Azuchi-Momoyama and early Edo periods. Cer-
tainly, more scholarly attention to the Catholic disciples around Sen no Rikyū (1522–1591) 
who shaped the development of tea ceremony, is needed, as are studies on the “Catholic stone 
lanterns” created by Furuta Oribe (1544–1615) that were subsequently dispersed around the 
country. 
But a study of Japanese Catholics that begins and ends with the kirishitan risks a kind 
of familiar Protestant historical narrative that sees all this as the “superstitions” of the pre-
modern era that were modernized and rationalized with the Meiji period. This is the trap that 
has stunted the growth of a truly globalized Japanese Studies that might escape the dominant 
modernist biases of Western historiography. Rather than positing a radical break between the 
Tokugawa period and the Meiji era, a historical perspective that captures the continuities in 
Japanese society and culture from at least the Azuchi-Momoyama period to the present holds 
considerable promise in laying the ground for a more global understanding of Japanese cul-
ture.
One means of correcting the biases of modernist historiography is to increase the En-
glish language scholarship on Catholic Japanese after the Meiji Period. Japanese scholars have 
already demonstrated the existence of a Catholic renaissance after 1925 through the contri-
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butions to modern Japanese intellectual and cultural life from Fr. Iwashita Sōichi, Yoshimitsu 
Yoshihiko and Tanaka Kōtarō, among others. Western missionaries like Fr. Sauveur Candau, 
M.E.P. were not irrelevant, but they were very much secondary influences in a movement 
that was largely driven by Japanese Catholics themselves. Recognizing the Japanese Catholic 
impetus behind this cultural renaissance is an important step toward realizing the globalized 
Japanese culture that these men were enhancing in early twentieth century Japan.
At a time when theologians pursue misleading models of an “inculturation” that pre-
sumes an incompatibility between Catholicism and Japanese culture, and cultural studies 
scholars reflect the same bias by simply ignoring or deriding the impact of Catholicism on 
modern Japanese culture as “foreign,” we should be exploring the history of Catholicism in 
modern Japan both as a means of closing the gap between English language and Japanese lan-
guage scholarship in Japanese Studies as well as a means of overcoming the stubborn influ-
ences of Orientalism in our field. Anything less is merely to remain passively in the prison 
house of Orientalism that promises liberation from the West only to enclose one in a narrow-
er view of what Japan is, was, and could yet be.
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で呉百益（Wu Peiyi）がThe Confucian’s Progressという題で、やはり中国の自
3  Georg Misch, Geschichte der Autobiographie (Frankfurt a.M. 1949‒69)，4 parts in 8 volumes. 実
際は第1巻（古代篇）がすでに1907年に発表され、おおいに補筆されて1949年に2分冊として再
版された。
4  Wolfgang Bauer, Das Antlitz Chinas. Die Autobiographische Selbstdarstellung in der 




























5  Pei-yi Wu, The Confucian's Progress. Autobiographical Writings in Traditional China. 







































7  Wolfgang Schamoni, Erinnerung und Selbstdarstellung: Autobiographisches Schreiben im 
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  1 日奥　「賜京信徒書」（「御難記」）　(1602)
  2 木俣守勝　「紀年自記」　（1610）
  3 二木寿斎　「寿斎記」　（1611）
  4 反町幸定　「反町大膳訴状」　（1617）
  5 玉木吉保　「身自鏡」　（1617）
  6 島津義弘　「惟新公御自記」　（~1619）
  7 渡辺堪兵衛　「渡辺水庵覚書」　（1632）
  8 小幡景憲　「小幡景憲記」　（1642）
























03  Peripheriality and Provinciality in Japanese Studies: 
The Case of the English-Using World
Eyal BEN-ARI
Introduction
Since the end of the Cold War the conditions for producing knowledge in the scholarly fields 
called “area” or “regional” studies have been the focus of intense self-reflection. Those of us 
belonging to Japanese or Japan Studies (henceforth JS) have also participated in this reflexive 
exercise. Indeed, during this period, we have heard critiques of the Euro-American model of 
scholarship sounded by scholars based inside and outside of Japan who have systematically 
questioned the epistemological foundations of JS and sought to offer alternatives (Hamagu-
chi 1985; Kent 1999; or Ryang 2004a, 2004b). Other works like that of Morris-Suzuki’s 
(2000) calls for an anti-area studies approach that takes as its starting point a much more 
global view of developments. And yet another strand raises questions about the degree to 
which North American-based scholars can be said to dominate our field — in access to fund-
ing, setting research agendas, and determining career patterns or access to journals (Asquith 
2000a; Kuwayama 2004; Sugimoto 2013). 
Alongside these developments, in the English-using world the same period has ever in-
creasing theoretical citation in articles published in JS (as in other regional journals and 
books) in both the social sciences and the humanities. These quotations may take the form of 
analytical constructs that are deployed in regard to Japanese data or “ornamental” quotes 
(witness the ritual invocation of French academic “saints” as Foucault, Derrida, or Deleuze). 
In the social sciences, it seems, what is worthy of study in JS is governed by the disciplines 
and their emphasis on the theoretical contribution of a given study and less and less by 
multi-disciplinarity or holistic understandings of areas. In the humanities, the concepts, theo-
ries, and frameworks of cultural studies have become almost a precondition for publication 
and career advancement. 
Against this background, in this article I raise questions about the inputs Japanese 
scholarship have contributed to the dominant English-using academic system. Specifically, I 
will argue that from the point of view of the core of this academic system, these contributions 
have typically taken two ideal-typical forms of peripheriality: what I call marginality and pro-
vinciality. In this sense, my essay contributes to what Ludden (1997) calls a theorization or 
theory of area studies or of area-specific knowledge(s). My argument follows Sugimoto’s 
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(2013) plea that we need to extend the comparative angle used in regard to Japan inwardly 
towards academic institutions and to area studies like JS. To be clear then, my aim is not to 
add another deconstruction of area studies but rather to suggest that it may be fruitful to use 
the case of JS to think comparatively about the ways in which knowledge about areas is so-
cially produced, reproduced, and integrated into systems of knowledge. 
Area Studies: Centers and Peripheries in Systems
Analytically, the character of JS is dependent first of all on their place in the broad scheme of 
the academic systems comprising the world of higher education. Many scholars — including 
those in JS — usually identify two levels of this system: the globally dominant one where En-
glish is used and a variety of local systems interacting to a greater or lesser degree with it. This 
system is often thought of a having a center, semi-centers and peripheries (Gerholm and 
Hannerz 1982). 
A more complex picture reveals that the world is actually divided into three tiers of var-
ious overlapping linguistic academic systems each of which is characterized by its own metro-
politan centers, semi-centers and peripheries (Hamel 2007). Below the dominant top tier of 
the English-using system lies the second tier each of which is characterized by its own lan-
guage of research and mode of academic production and using the languages of former colo-
nial or regional empires (Eades 2000): the prime examples are the Spanish, French, Chinese, 
Russian, Arabic, Japanese or Hindi academic communities. Finally at the bottom is the third 
tier comprised of other countries with languages that have little international diffusion. 
Each community, with variants, is characterized by its own academic mode of produc-
tion. A prime and relevant example for our purposes is the slowly changing kenkyushitsu 
model in Japan that long assured tenure without “publish or perish” pressures, made available 
and legitimized in-house publications, provided more publishing opportunities earlier in ca-
reers, and (still) has large readerships in the Japanese language (McVeigh 2002; Poole 2010). 
For the Japanese-using academic system — as for other of the larger linguistic academic com-
munities — the governing issue is the presence of a critical mass of scholars and resources 
that can assure full-fledge careering structures and practices, and allow them to be relatively 
disconnected or loosely coupled to the English-using system. Thus while mastery of (academ-
ic) English is a prerequisite for participating in “international scholarship,” its use may be 
limited if there is a very large internal academic market as in China or Japan (Barshay 1996; 
Eades 2000). Such academic markets, unlike those characterizing “small” societies like Ma-
laysia or Israel, often allow professional advancement without publication or participation in 
English language fora.
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The indicators of how English has become the dominant language of the academic 
world are clear. For instance, more than 75 percent of the articles in the social sciences and 
well over 90 percent of the articles in the natural sciences are written in English (Hamel 
2007). In addition scientists in the semi-peripheries are users of Western science rather than 
contributors to its collective store of knowledge (Schott 1998). The governing pattern is for 
the filtering of external ideas into second and third tier communities through translations of 
works written in the centers (almost exclusively composed in English or rarely French or Ger-
man) or the holding of international conferences and seminars. 
Against this background it is important to understand that while before World War II 
area studies was a Eurocentric story it has now become a US based one. Indeed, following 
Appadurai (Burgess 2004: 124) area studies can be seen as the largest institutional epistemol-
ogy through which the academy in the United States has apprehended much of the world 
since that war. The shift between Europe and the United States represented a shift in the 
metropolitan centers or cores of the world system of academic knowledge. Hence, area stud-
ies such as JS have travelled across the Atlantic and their contemporary core is concentrated 
in the top 50-60 or so universities in the United States. 
Moreover, what is important in the shift to the United States is that it is groups in the 
dominant American academic metropolis that create criteria for professional recognition, 
standards for research, vocabularies for appraising career moves, and identifying relevant au-
diences. In addition, publishers or journal editors serve to reinforce relations between centers 
and peripheries that are further reproduced by cultural and academic exchanges, policies of 
scientific foundations, or processes of training (Gerholm and Hannerz 1982: 10; Miller 
2005). 
The main mechanisms by which the power and location of this core are produced and 
reproduced have been charted out before and include problem setting and conceptualization, 
maintaining the hierarchy of scholarly publications, defining excellence through citation pat-
terns, holding scientific conferences, and lastly, staffing funding schemes for research (Blago-
jevic and Yair 2010). Within these cores, metropolitan scholars largely confine their attention 
to what goes on at home, or possibly in one or more other metropoles while scholars at the 
periphery are concerned with what happens in the discipline in their own country and in one 
or more metropolitan anthropologies. And in the peripheries researchers on the whole take 
little note of each other's work, at least unless it is brought to their attention through metro-
politan scholarship. 
In these circumstances academic authority of knowledge produced in the centers is 
grounded in patterns of social authority; it is primarily scholars at the metropolitan hubs that 
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settle disputes and establish truth. For instance, when I have looked at the patterns of cita-
tions in English-language books about Japan, I have repeatedly found the theories cited to 
have been produced and disseminated from a few tens of institutions in the United States 
and, to a lesser degree, in Britain. Or, to provide another example, the arrangement by which 
departments in Singapore or Hong Kong (where English is the medium of teaching) consis-
tently obtain the majority of their external academic examiners from the prestigious universi-
ties of Britain and America is both an indicator, and a practice that actualizes center-periph-
ery relations. Whatever interest scholars may have in problems defined as important in their 
societies, in order to achieve recognition from the “centers”, they must formulate their find-
ings in terms of relevant theoretical models developed in the metropoles. For example, many 
Asian scholars find that they often have to “de-Asianize” their findings for external audiences 
from the centers (Burgess 2004; Jayasuriya 2012; Tachimoto 1995).
Two Kinds of Peripheriality: Marginality and Provinciality
The model that I have been sketching out allows us to understand two kinds of peripheral 
knowledge that have sometimes been conflated in writings about area studies (each having its 
own expression in JS): marginal knowledge and provincial knowledge. Marginal knowledge is 
produced within the main US-British dominated system (or any academic system) by groups 
who are located at its fringes and who talk back to the centers in the world academic lan-
guage of English. While they do so in a manner that is less fluent than scholars positioned in 
the centers, they are nevertheless understood and the legitimacy of their participation in the 
system is accepted by those at the center (Gerholm and Hannerz 1982: 9).
From the perspective of the Euro-American center, knowledge produced within other 
(loosely coupled but independent) linguistic academic systems however, is frequently seen as 
provincial knowledge: one often labeled as parochial or insular. Because these other linguistic 
systems have their own research agenda, use locally produced analytical frameworks, and 
write for local audiences the knowledge they produce is “unfashionable,” “unsophisticated,” 
or “outmoded.” For all of the celebration of peripheriality and diversity in the English-using 
center, the grounds for celebration are defined by this very center. Sociologically, for periph-
eral scholarship, the center provides the crucial reference group. 
This is certainly the case for how much of Japanese folklore is seen by English-using 
folklorists and anthropologists because it focuses on questions of origin and authenticity, 
questions that are viewed as old-fashioned and no longer as important. Similarly, Western an-
thropologists conflate anthropology and folklore in Japan despite their distinct pedigrees and 
agendas for research (Shimizu 2000). To use an image suggested by Mathews (2004), scholars 
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within and outside the English-using system seem to live in parallel universes. Asquith 
(2000b) sees a lack of willingness to dig deep into alternative paradigms as the problem with 
scholars at the center. 
My model allows us to understand that the root of this problem is that scholars within 
the English-using system and outside of it are situated in very different systems of incentives 
and disincentives. It is, I think, for these reasons that Kuwayama (2000) cites examples of the 
arrogance of and lack of respect among American anthropologist for the knowledge produced 
in Japan, they see it at best as data (if at all) and at worst as little more than parochial opin-
ions. Conversely, to follow him (Kuwayama 2000), scholars at the center have their own kind 
of provinciality because they can ignore foreign scholarship without damaging their own ca-
reer, which I sometimes refer to as the “provinciality of the center.”
Steinhoff (2012) rightly remarks that in the study of East Asia, whether focused on Ja-
pan, China, or Korea, one has to be able to utilize the scholarship written in the appropriate 
language in order to be taken seriously within the area studies community. Yet as the second-
ary literature in English on those areas has grown exponentially, scholars are expected to place 
their contributions within that scholarly context; that is, English-language writing about Jap-
anese society is seen by scholars pursuing their career as being more important for them. 
Hence, to get published they have to refer to other academics who have published about Ja-
pan within their English-using system rather than to researchers who have developed frames 
for understanding this society but written in Japanese (or Chinese or Korean). 
Moreover, in almost all cases, the theory used is one developed outside writings about 
the area. The governing variable in the relations between linguistic communities is the loose-
ness or tightness of their coupling. By this I mean the degree to which each system is sealed 
off or is tied to the other. It is my impression that there is a particularly loose-coupling be-
tween the various linguistic systems within which JS are carried out. Such a view lets us un-
derstand the truly global nature of the academic systems for producing knowledge that is di-
vided between linguistic communities (each characterized by center-periphery relations) and 
organized hierarchically.
In the marginal communities both within the English-using and other communities, 
scholars writing about local cases and tend to “import” theories developed at the center and 
write for both local consumption and consumption at the center. For scholars in Japan, to 
put this point by way of example, the choice of going from being provincial to peripheral 
(and hopefully more central) involves career choices such as whether to pursue graduate stud-
ies, where and what to publish, the languages of publication and the paradigmatic boundaries 
one works within. 
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We can now understand — to put this point by way of examples — that the study of 
Japan in Israel, Singapore, or Norway (all parts of the English-using system) is marked not so 
much by parochialism as by marginalization or peripherialization in terms of the world sys-
tem of scholarship. The very exposure of local scholars there to work outside these countries 
prevents them from becoming parochial but is mediated by works published in the centers of 
the English-using system. On the other hand, the orientation to the center comes at the price 
of being disconnected from local, “parochial” knowledge. 
Conclusion: Towards Change?
Various solutions have been offered to remedy this situation. For example, Van Bremen 
(2000) looked to a solution in bicultural scholars. Others have established various institution-
al solutions such as the Graduate Program in Global Studies at Sophia University and belongs 
to the English using system and is loosely coupled to the Japanese one. Another potential 
solution to the links between parallel — if hierarchically organized — systems is scholars who 
become transmigrants travelling between different linguistic academic communities charac-
terized by their own ways of producing, disseminating, and consuming knowledge (Yuki 
Imoto personal communication). 
Faure (2001), commenting about academics in Hong Kong, explains that they lead a 
schizophrenic existence since they are caught between the “international” (read English-us-
ing) system and the system of the Chinese-using world. Within the contours of this world, 
mediators are important since they translate — literally or figuratively — texts published in 
one system into the language of another. For the foreseeable future, however, younger schol-
ars seen to achieve global acknowledgement have to play by the rules of the dominant En-
glish-using academic system. 
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寺』（Zlatni pavilion, Nolit, 1982; 1989）、川端の『千羽鶴』（Hiljadu židralova, Dečije 
novine, 1983; 1989）の翻訳を発表している。早稲田留学時代に三島由紀夫と会い、
作家の署名のある皮表紙の書物を宝物のようにしていたと敏子夫人は筆者に語っ
ている。阿部公房の『砂の女』（Žena u pesku, Narodna knjiga, 1982）、井伏鱒二の『黒




蔵』（Vječna riznica japanske porodice, Liber, 1985）を翻訳している。死後、刊行さ
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れたものには、志賀直哉の『暗夜行路』（Dug put kroz mračnu noć, Liber, 1989）、
松尾芭蕉の『奥の細道』（Uska staza u Zabrđe, Draganjić, 1994）がある。































































本近代文学における自然主義」（Naturalizam u modernoj japanskoj književnosti, 


























































































Živković, Rečnik književnih termina, Nolit, Beograd, 1985, 896 pp.） の「 俳 句 」（p. 
243）の項目である。基本文献としては、米国のR. H. Blythの4巻本（1949‒52）、
























































































































































































































































































































との比較考察」（Razvoj japanske avangardne poezije 1920-ih godina u poređenju sa 








ャルド詩──セルビア文学と比較して』（Japanska avangardna poezija: u poređenju 
















本語セルビア語辞典』（Japansko-srspski, srpskog-japanski rečnik, Beograd: Zavod za 












































との比較考察」（Motiv metamorfoze u delu Kođiki ‒ tipološka paralela u poređenju 
sa srpskom narodnom književnošću, 2006）は、『太陽と剣』（Sunce i mač – Japanski 
mitovi u delu Kođiki, Beograd, Rad, 2008）として刊行された。博士論文「日本古典
文学におけるジャンルとしての物語─セルビア口承文学との比較考察」（Žanr 
monogatari u starojapanskoj književnosti, sa posebnim osvrtom na Taketori monoga-
tari, u poređenju sa srpskom narodnom prozom, 2013）は、『竹取物語─日本文学
における口承文学と記載文学』（Mesečeva princeza – Usmeno i pisano u japanskoj 
drevnoj književnosti, Beograd, Tanesi, 2013）として刊行され、ベオグラード大学の
優れた研究書に与えられるヴェセリン・ルキッチ賞を受賞した。
　クリチコヴィッチ氏は、修士論文「芥川龍之介の初期の作品におけるインター
テクスチュアリティ」（Intertekstualnost u delima iz prve razvojne faze Rjunosukea 
Akutagave, 2006）で芥川短編小説における引用を研究した。新しい文学理論を駆







と日本の近代文学』（Zen budizam i japanska moderna, Beograd, Albatros plus, 2014）
として刊行され、多くの読者を得ている。文学のみならず東欧で数少ない仏教研
究者として活躍が期待される。




































































ジャナ・ゲンチッチ女史が作成した業績表も掲載されている。Večna riznica: sećanje 
na Dejana Razića / priredili Kayoko Yamasaki i Radoslav Pušić. ‒ Beograd: Filološki 









































何よりも『古事記』のポーランド語訳（Kojiki, Warszawa: PIW, 1981）が挙げられ
る。氏の『古事記』論はポーランドで注目され、古代日本語語源研究の主要な研
究書として高く評価されている。また、ポーランド語で『日本の神々の遺産』

























してSuperstitious, Magic and Mantic Practice in the Heian Periodを提出してい
る。また『日本の神話』（Mitologia Japonii, Warszawa: Wydawnictwa Artystyczne i 
Filmowe, 1977）、『日本史』（Historia Japonii, Wrocław: Ossolineum, 1984）、『日本考
古学の発見と謎』（Wielkie odkrycia i zagadki japońskiej archeologii, Warszawa: Trio, 
1996）、『日本文化事典』（Kultura Japonii: Słownik, Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Sz-
kolne i Pedagogiczne, 1996）、『古代日本における男女関係』（Mężczyźni i kobiety w 


























































本文学形態論』（Formy w literaturze japońskiej, Kraków: WUJ, 2003）、『日本文学に
おけるナレーション──日本現代作家の研究』（Japońskie narracje. Studia o pisar-
zach współczesnej Japonii, Kraków: WUJ, 2004）などを刊行した。教授資格取得論文
は『谷崎潤一郎の作品における日本伝統の影響』（Tanizaki Junichirō a krąg trady-




















である（General Masaki Jinzaburō and the Imperial Way Faction, Orientalia Varsovi-
ensa 4, 1990）。日本・ポーランド関係史の研究として『ポーランド・日本国交史
1904‒1945』（ 共 著：Historia stosunków polsko-japońskich, Warszawa: Bellona, 1996、
和訳『日本・ポーランド関係史』彩流社、2009）、『日本の対ポーランド政策1918-
1948』（教授資格取得論文：Polityka Japonii wobec Polski 1918-1920, Warszawa: No-
zomi, 1998）、“The Other in Intercultural Contacts: The Image of Japan in Po-
land at the End of the Nineteenth and the Beginning of the Twentieth 




などを発表した。また『近・現代日本史』（with Katarzyna Starecka, Japonia, 
Warszawa: Trio, 2004）、共編『日本におけるポーランド人墓碑の探索』（W po-
szukiwaniu polskich grobów w Japonii, Ministerstwo Kultury i Dziedzictwa Narodowe-
go, 2010）、『明治天皇──近代化する日本における君主像』（Cesarz Meiji (1852-













行している（Gramatyka japońska. Podręcznik z ćwiczeniami, vol.1, Warszawa: Wy-











──東アジア言語圏』（Wielosystemowość i współsystemowość w jezykach naturalnych）
を準備している。
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ベアタ・クビアク・ホ = チ准教授（Beata Kubiak Ho-chi）は三島由紀夫をはじ
めとする現代文学と日本美学を研究して、「三島の謎──川端康成に宛てた三島




（Mishima Yukio: Estetyka klasyczna w prozie i dramacie 1941-1960, Kraków: Univer-
sitas, 2004）であった。また『日本の美学と美術』（Estetyka i sztuka japońska: Wy-
brane zagadnienia, Kraków: Universitas, 2009）、『文楽における悲劇性の表現』（Tra-
gizm w japońskim teatrze lalkowym Bunraku, WUW, 2011）という著書を刊行した。
近年の論文には、“The Tragic in Japanese and Polish 18th-century Drama: ‘The 
Battles of Coxinga’ by Chikamatsu and ‘The Tragedy of Epaminondas’ by Ko-
narski”（in Aesthetics and Cultures, ed. Krystyna Wilkoszewska, Kraków: Universitas 
2013）や「笙野頼子作の『タイムスリップコンビナート』における現代東京の感
情的な地形」（Afektywna topografia współczesnego Tokio w powieści Yoriko Shōno 
“Kombinat zakrzywionej czasoprzestrzeni” (Taimu surippu konbināto), Teksty Drugie 
6, 2015）などがある。
イヴォナ・コルジンスカ = ナブロツカ准教授（Iwona Kordzińska-Nawrocka）は、
日本文化、古文、平安文学を専攻し、『源氏物語における六条御息所の人物像を
めぐって』（Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Akademickie Dialog, 1999）や「平安時代の
貴族社会の愛と結婚」（Miłość i małżeństwo w arystokratycznym społeczeństwie 
okresu Heian, Japonica Toruniensia 2, 2001）、「日記文学としての阿仏尼の『うたた
ねの記』」（Utatane no ki (Zapiski z drzemki) mniszki Abutsu jako przykład japońskiej 
średniowiecznej literatury pamiętnikarskiej, Przegląd Orientalistyczny, nr. 3-4, 2015）
などの論文を発表した。出版された博士論文は『日本的王朝恋愛』（Japońska 
miłość dworska, Warszawa: Trio, 2005）である。また、『日本食文化』（Japońska kul-
tura kulinarna, Warszawa: Trio, 2008）と『浮世、井原西鶴の作品における町人文化』
（Ulotny świat ukiyo, obraz kultury mieszczańskiej w twórczości Ihary Saikaku, WUW, 




蕉とその弟子の詩についての博士論文（Sztuka poetycka w szkole Matsuo Bashō 
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1684-1694, Warszawa 2004）を完成した。すでに『俳句』（Haiku, Wrocław: Osso-
lineum, 1983）、『笈の小文、更科紀行翻訳解説』（Z podróżnej sakwy, Warszawa: 
Sen, 1994）、宮本武蔵の『五輪書』（Minamoto Musashi i Pięć Kręgów, Bydgoszcz: 
Diamond Books, 2001）のポーランド語訳を出版している。また、“Issues Relating 
to Notes from The Hut of Delusion: Bashō’s Returns from his Wanderings”
（Analecta Nipponica 3, 2012）と「歌枕からポーランドの俳句へ──原文と翻訳の
文学的空間の共有をもとめて」（Między polskim haiku a jego japońskim prze-
kładem‒w poszukiwaniu wspólnej przestrzeni kulturowej, rozdział w języku ja-
pońskim, Japonica Toruniensis 3, 2014）という論文を執筆したほか、『桜と柳──
ポーランド俳句集』（Wiśnie i wierzby: Antologia polskiej szkoły klasycznego haiku, 
Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Japonica, 2015）を編集、解説している。
カタジナ・スタレツカ氏（Katarzyna Starecka）は日本の「国内冷戦」という
政治的事情の起源と構造について博士論文（Japonia między Wschodem a Zacho-
dem- geneza wewnętrznej zimnej wojny 1945‒1960）を提出した。また、「極東軍事
裁判の法的基盤と組織」（Podstawy prawne i organizacja Międzynarodowego Try-
bunału Wojskowego dla Dalekiego Wschodu, Japonica 3, 1994）、「国際極東裁判の事
後法論争」（Kontrowersje dotyczące prawa ex post facto w świetle Miedzynarodo-
wego Trybunału Wojskowego dla Dalekiego Wschodu, Japonica 4, 1995）、「日本政党
制の分類試み」（Próba typologii systemu partyjnego lat 1955-1993, Japonica 10, 1999）、
『近・現代日本史』（Japonia, with Ewa Pałasz-Rutkowska, Warszawa: Trio, 2004）を
公刊した。そのほか、2015年には以下のポーランド語の論文を発表している。「現
代 日 本 の 学 校 に お け る 道 徳 教 育 」（Wychowanie moralne we współczesnej ja-
pońskiej szkole, w: Japonia ery Heisei – alienacje i powroty, red. Katarzyna Starecka, 
Agnieszka Żuławska-Umeda, Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Japonica, 2015）、「日本にお
ける東京裁判の判決の受け止め方」（Japonia wobec werdyktu Trybunału Toki-
jskiego, w: Wina i kara. Społeczeństwa wobec rozliczeń zbrodni popełnionych przez 
reżimy totalitarne w latach 1939-1956, Studia i materiały, red. Patryk Pleskot, 
Warszawa: IPN, 2015）、「日本国民の誇りの復活の問題点」（Trudny proces wskrz-
eszania japońskiej dumy narodowej, Azja-Pacyfik 17, 2015）、「歴史的レガシーと日本
の再アジア化の展望」（Historyczne zaszłości i perspektywy „reazjanizacji” Japonii, 
w: Orient w poszukiwaniu tożsamości, red. Agata Bareja-Starzyńska, Marek M. Dz-
iekan, Warszawa: Polskie Towarzystwo Orientalistyczne, 2015）。英語論文としては、
“The Problem of Patriotic Education in Modern Japan in Light of the Revision 
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of the Fundamental Law of Education”（in Is the 21st Century the Age of Asia? 
Deliberations on Culture and Education, ed. Joanna Marszałek-Kawa, Toruń: Wydawn-




japońska: Trzy traktaty o drodze pisma, Kraków: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Jagiel-
lońskiego, 2015）を刊行し、最近の論文としては「鬼になった女について──日本
文学における橋姫」（O kobiecie, która zamieniła się w diabła: interpretacje motywu 
hashihime w literaturze japońskiej, w: Dwa filary japońskiej kultury: Literatura i sztu-
ki performatywne, red. B. Kubiak Ho-Chi, I. Rutkowska, WUW, 2013）、「狂言役者、茂
山家──あるいは 「お豆腐狂言」 について」（Aktorski ród Shigeyama, czyli o tym, 
że kyōgen jest jak tofu, w: Materialne i niematerialne dziedzictwo kulturowe Japonii, 
red. Anna Zalewska, Urszula mach-Bryson, Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Japonica, 
2014）、「短歌は必ず花や恋を歌うべきか──現代歌人俵万智の歌を巡って」（Czy 
wiersze tanka muszą mówić o kwiatach i miłości? O twórczości współczesnej poetki, 
Tawary Machi, w: Alchemia słowa i obrazu: Tradycje, dekonstrukcje i rekonstrukcje, 
red. Agnieszka Żuławska-Umeda i Katarzyna Starecka, Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Ja-
ponica, 2015）などがある。









jaństwo, Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Akademickie Dialog, 1994；和訳『日本と西洋にお
ける内村鑑三』教文社、2001 年）を出版した。また、“Eastern Nothingness in 
Nishida Kitarō and Linji”（in Logique du lieu et depassement de la modernite, vol.1, 
dir., Augustin Berque, Bruxelles: Ousia, 1999）や“The Affirmation of Ordinary Mind 
(Byōjōshin) in the Landscapes of Sesshū Tōyō (1430-1506)”（in Aesthetics and 
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Cultures, 2012）、“Zen Influence on Japanese Dry Landscape Gardens”（in Art of 
Japan, Japanisms and Polish-Japanese Art Relations, ed. Agnieszka Kluczewska-Wó-
jcik and Jerzy Malinowski, Toruń: Tako, 2013）などの論文を発表した。2004年に
西田幾多郎哲学から見た禅の思想的伝統について教授資格取得論文『禅の哲学』
（Filozofia zen, Warszawa: PWN, 2004）を刊行したほか、親鸞の『歎異抄』、西田幾
多郎の「経験科学」、「場所的論理と宗教的世界観」、「絶対矛盾的自己同一」、有
吉佐和子の『恍惚の人』などのポーランド語訳を刊行した。また、『西田幾多郎
の無の哲学』（Filozofia nicości Nishidy Kitarō, Warszawa: Nozomi, 2007）を刊行し、
それに基づいて日本語論文「パラドックス的ニヒリズム──西田とハイデッガー」
（『日本研究』33集、2006年）と英語論文 “Nishida Kitarō’s Logic of Absolutely 
Contradictory Self-Identity and the Problem of Orthodoxy in Zen Tradition”
（Japan Review 20, 2008）を発表した。また著書『禅の美学』（Estetyka zen, Warsza-
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オルガンティノ・ネッキ・ソルディ（Organtino Gnecchi Soldi, 1533‒1609）やアレ
ッサンドロ・ヴァリニャーノ（Alessandro Valignano, 1539‒1606） 1が有名である。
とくにヴァリニャーノ巡察師は、1581年にイエズス会員のための宣教ガイドラ
インIl Cerimoniale per i Missionari del Giappone（日本の風習と流儀に関する注意
と助言）を著し、Sumario de las cosas de Japón（日本諸事要録、1583）とAdi-
ciones del sumario de Japon（日本諸事要録補遺、1592）を収める『日本巡察記』
とともに、未完のHistoria del Principio y Progresso de la Compañía de Jesús en 





記した書物（例えば、Guido Gualtieri, Relationi della venuta degli Ambasciatori 
1  Centro Internazionale Alessandro Valignanoアレッサンドロ・ヴァリニャーノ国際研究所
ウェブサイト（http://www.valignano.org/jp/bibliografia）とA. Boscaro, Ventura e sventura 
dei gesuiti in Giappone (1549–1639) (Venezia: Cafoscarina, 2008) を参照。





























2  Sonia Favi, “Self through the Other: Production, Circulation and Reception in Europe 
of Written Sources on Japan in the Christian Century,” PhD thesis. Venice: Ca’ Foscari 































ニエルClaudio Zanierによる。R. Caroli, 1868. Italia Giappone: intrecci culturali (Venezia: 
Cafoscarina, 2008).
4  Teresa Ciapparoni, “Al Giappone: scritti di viaggiatori italiani, o in italiano, da metà 
Ottocento alla fine del periodo Meiji,” in Studi in onore di Cosimo Palagiano. Valori naturali, 
dimensioni culturali, percorsi di ricerca geografica, a cura di Emanuele Paratore, Rossella 






















スティーノ・コッティン（Agostino Cottin）著Nozioni sulla lingua giapponese: 
Lettura accademica（日本の基礎知識）の出版は1886年で、イタリア語による最
初の日本語文法書のようである。ジュリオ・ガッティノーニ（Giulio Gattinoni）
は 1890 年に Grammatica Giapponese della lingua parlata（日本口語文典）を、
1908年にCorso completo di lingua giapponese（日本語講座）を上梓している。翻
訳 家 バ ル ト ロ メ オ・ バ ル ビ（Bartolomeo Balbi） は 1911 年 に Piccolo vocabola- 
rio-manuale italo-giapponese（伊和実用宝鑑）を、作家で語学者のピエトロ・シル
ヴィオ・リヴェッタ（Pietro S. Rivetta）は1912年にLes cent caracteres “hiragana”: 






























6  M. Muccioli, La letteratura giapponese (Roma: L’asino d’oro, 1969, 2015); Il teatro giapponese, 
Storia e antologia (Milano: Feltrinelli, 1962). 
7  Andrea Maurizi, Teresa Ciapparoni La Rocca, (a cura di), La figlia occidentale di Edo. 
Scritti in memoria di Giuliana Stramigioli (Milano: Franco Angeli, 2012).
8  A. Boscaro, Narrativa giapponese: cent’anni di traduzioni (イタリア語になった日本文学)
(Venezia: Cafoscarina, 2000).
9  日伊交流450年の歴史についての多彩な研究を集めた論文集は、下記の書籍を参照されたい。
A. Tamburello (a cura di), Italia-Giappone: 450 anni, Vol. 2 (Roma-Napoli: Istituto Italiano 
per l’Africa e l’Oriente, Roma-Napoli, 2003). 明治期日伊交流史について石井元章の研究をご
参照。Motoaki Ishii, Venezia e il Giappone: Studi sugli scambi culturali nella seconda metà 
dell'Ottocento (Roma: Istituto nazionale d'archeologia e storia dell'arte, 2004); A. Boscaro and 































10 L. Sabattoli「アルス・ニッポニカ──昭和5年 「ローマ展」 と日本画へのイタリア側の批評」




























する研究大家であり、国際的に活躍する弟子たち（Fabio Rambelli, Lucia Dolce, 










































































































代日本語文法』（Grammatica di giapponese moderno, Venezia, Cafoscarina, 1989年）は画
期的なもので、今でも重宝されている。また、ローマ大学ではMastrangelo, Ogawa, Saito, 
Grammatica giapponese (Milano: Hoepli, 2006)も刊行されている。最近の出版としては、ミラ
ノのSusanna Marino, Grammatica pratica di giapponese (Zanichelli, 2008)とSimone Guerra, 
































オッタヴィアーニの著書がある。Benito Ortolani, Il teatro giapponese, dal rituale sciamanico 

































































































モ・ギラルディ（Massimo Ghilardi）のCuore e acciaio （Esedra, 2003）がある。ま
た、さらに広い視野で、現代日本社会の諸異相への関心を示しているのは、1990
年代から出てきた研究書である。たとえば、アレッサンドロ・ゴマラスカ（Ales-
sandro Gomarasca）、ルーカ・ヴァルトルタ（Luca Valtorta）編の Sol mutante
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Early Days of SOAS
Since its formation out of London’s University College and King’s College in 1916, the 
School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) has had the overt purpose, more than perhaps 
any other University college, of serving the British nation. As its motto “Knowledge is Power” 
asserts, the School has had a mission to train experts and foster knowledge on the Orient and 
Africa. From its beginnings, solid language training has been at its core, and this is certainly 
the case for Japanese Studies.
The first Professor of Japanese at SOAS was Frank J. Daniels (1900–1983), who was 
appointed in 1961.2 However, the first Professor of Japanese in the University of London was 
Joseph Henry Longford (1849–1925), who was appointed in 1902 to the Oriental Depart-
ment of King’s College London but retired in 1916 when his department was moved to the 
newly established SOS (School of Oriental Studies, the School’s formal title until 1938).3 
Longford had had a career as a member of the Japan Consular Service for thirty-three years 
alongside Sir Ernest Satow and William George Aston before taking up the University of 
London post.4 He taught about Japan but does not seem to have taught the language. He 
published several books on Japan (The Story of Old Japan, 1910; Japan of the Japanese, 1911) 
and edited the third volume of Murdoch’s History of Japan (1926).
In his Inaugural Lecture, “Japanese Studies in the University of London and Else-
where,” Daniels outlined Britain’s efforts to develop resources for Japanese language learning 
and teaching. He cites a series of early publications on the language including Rutherford Al-
1  This report has been published in Hugh Cortazzi, Peter Kornicki, eds., Japanese Studies in Britian: A 
Survey and History (Folkestone, Kent: Renaissance Books, 2016). The editors have kindly given their 
permission for this essay to be put in this journal.
2  A biographical portrait Otome and Frank Daniels by Ron Dore in Ian Nish, ed., Britain and Japan: 
Biographical Portraits, Vol. I (Folkstone: Japan Library, 1994).
3  A biographical portrait of Longford by Ian Ruxton in Hugh Cortazzi, ed., Britain and Japan: Biographical 
Portraits, Vol. VI (Folkstone: Global Oriental, 2007).
4  Satow was British Minister to Japan in 1895–1900. Satow and many of his colleagues in the Japan 
Consular service including George Sansom as well as scholar diplomats such as Sir Charles Eliot are 
discussed in Hugh Cortazzi, ed., British Envoys in Japan 1859–1972 (Folkstone: Global Oriental, 2004). 
A biographical portrait of W. G. Aston by Peter Kornicki is contained in Hugh Cortazzi, Gordon Daniels, 
eds., Britain and Japan 1859–1991: Themes and Personalities (London: Routledge, 1991).
cock’s Elements of Japanese Grammar (1861), W. G. Aston’s Short Grammar of Spoken Japanese 
(1869), and Grammar of Written Japanese (1871). He notes also that Basil Hall Chamberlain, 
appointed Professor of Japanese and Philology at Tokyo University in 1896, was the first 
“British Professor of Japanese.”5 Chamberlain’s A Simplified Grammar of the Japanese Lan-
guage (Modern Written Style) (1886) was another important work. This tradition continued at 
SOAS with Japanese language textbooks produced by Daniels and his wife Otome, P. G. 
O’Neill, Charles Dunn, and more recently by John Breen, Stefan Kaiser, and Helen Ball-
hatchet, as well as research on Japanese language and language teaching by Lone Takeuchi, 
Stefan Kaiser, Kazumi Tanaka, Barbara Pizziconi, Hiroto Hoshi, Mika Kizu, Noriko Iwasaki, 
and others.6
On the whole, British expertise on Japan until World War II was not acquired or trans-
mitted within universities. Initially diplomats such as Satow and Aston and teachers em-
ployed in Japan like Chamberlain (not a diplomat but hired to be a teacher of English) learnt 
Japanese in Japan in the late nineteenth century. The Japan Consular Service, which was es-
tablished in 1859, soon after the re-opening of Japan following the Treaties of 1858, required 
its members to reach a high level of expertise in the Japanese language, and many of its mem-
bers went on to become Japanese scholars. They included Sir George Sansom in addition to 
Satow and Aston. Protestant missions also expected their evangelists to try to master the Japa-
nese language and some attained high levels of proficiency. The historian Charles Boxer 
(1904–2000) and others learned Japanese in Japan as army or navy language officers. It was 
not until the post-war period that UK universities became major centres of learning and 
teaching on Japan.
SOAS began its teaching programmes in 1917 and Japanese was taught from the outset, 
always with students attending, although there were only two who took degrees in Japanese, 
one each in 1938 and 1939. Both the army and navy sent students to SOAS for language 
training in the 1920s. Daniels mentions three who taught Japanese in the 1920s and 1930s: 
W. M. McGovern (from 1919 to 1922), Yoshitake Saburō (from 1923 to 1942) and Com-
mander N. E. Isemonger (from 1921 to 1943). 
William Montgomery McGovern (1897–1964), who was appointed to the School in 
1919, served only a few years but later became famous for his exploits in illegally entering Ti-
5  A biographical portrait of B. H. Chamberlain by Richard Bowring is contained in Hugh Cortazzi, 
Gordon Daniels, eds., Britain and Japan 1859–1991: Themes and Personalities (London: Routledge, 1991). 
6  Biographical portraits of Patrick Geoffrey O’Neill by Phillida Purvis and of Charles J. Dunn by Hugh 
Cortazzi are contained in Hugh Cortazzi, ed., Britain and Japan: Biographical Portraits, Vol. VIII (Folkstone: 
Global Oriental, 2013).
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bet in 1922. His 1924 book To Lhasa in Disguise: A Secret Expedition through Mysterious Tibet 
was a popular success. His adventures (including to the upper Amazon basin and Peru in 
1925–26, chronicled in his 1927 book, Jungle Paths and Inca Ruins) were well known in his 
day. He had learnt Japanese studying Buddhism in Kyoto at the Nishi Honganji temple be-
fore joining SOAS, and later had a long career at Northwestern University.
During War World II
After the attack on Pearl Harbor and then the Japanese capture of Singapore, there was an ur-
gent need for special courses at SOAS to train translators and interpreters for service in India 
and Burma. J. K. Rideout and F. S. G. Piggott (1883–1966) taught on these courses; Rideout 
was a specialist in Chinese while Piggott was a retired military officer who had been Military 
Attaché in Tokyo.7 A number of Japanese nationals were also recruited to teach Japanese 
during the war; one of them was Yanada Senji who stayed on after the war; and worked close-
ly with O’Neill.8 Another was Matsukawa Baiken 松川梅賢 . Of the Japanese nationals ap-
pointed, the School retains a personnel file on only one, Yanada Senji 簗田銓次 . After gradu-
ating from Tokyo Imperial University in 1931, he spent a year at Harvard University before 
coming to Britain in 1933. Between 1935 and 1941 he was the London correspondent of the 
Yomiuri shinbun. Briefly interned on the Isle of Man in 1942, he began teaching at the 
School from the September of that year. He remained a member of the academic staff until 
his death in 1972. 
Arthur Waley (1889–1966), the renowned translator of Chinese and Japanese literature, 
who lived in the Bloomsbury area for much of his life, had various connections with SOAS 
and the nearby British Museum and Institute of Education.9 In the pre-war period he pub-
lished translations in the Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies and was made 
an “additional lecturer” in Chinese poetry in 1924 and honorary lecturer in 1948. Waley gave 
consultations to students on Japanese literature and served as an external examiner for Japa-
nese. He lived in a SOAS flat at 50 Gordon Square for several years. Ivan Morris, who com-
pleted a PhD at SOAS in 1951, was one of those who benefited from his guidance. Waley 
gave occasional lectures at the School after the war.
Daniels, after spending several years teaching in Japan, was appointed senior lecturer in 
7  A biographical portrait of Major-General F. S. G Piggott (1883–1966) by Antony Best is contained in 
Hugh Cortazzi, ed., Britain and Japan: Biographical Portraits, Vol. VIII (Folkestone: Global Oriental, 2013).
8  A biographical portrait of Senji Yanada by Sadao Oba and Anne Kaneko is contained in Hugh Cortazzi, 
ed., Britain and Japan: Biographical Portraits, Volume IX (Folkestone: Renaissance Books, 2015).
9  A biographical portrait of Arthur Waley by Philip Harries is contained in Hugh Cortazzi and Gordon 
Daniels, eds., Britain and Japan 1859–1991: Themes and Personalities (London: Routledge, 1991).
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Japanese at SOAS in 1941, arriving just before the Pearl Harbor attack. His appointment was 
spurred by the British military’s plan to begin sending increasing numbers of officers to 
SOAS for language training because of the impending war. He had gone to Japan in 1928 to 
work in the office of the Naval attaché in Tokyo hoping for a bit of adventure. He then 
worked at mastering the Japanese language and from 1933 he was a teacher of English at 
Otaru Commercial High School. He was head of the SOAS Japanese language programme 
under the general supervision of Professor Eve Edwards, professor of Chinese, during the war 
and afterwards until his retirement in 1967. He and his wife Otome were central to the lan-
guage programme during the war and in the immediate post-war years.
The teaching of Japanese at SOAS during World War II (1942–1945) is relatively well 
documented with the book by Ōba Sadao 大庭定男 that was published in Japanese and then 
in English.10 The War Office had proposed that SOAS begin training students in Arabic, Jap-
anese and Turkish from around 1939, and posts in these languages were created, but the mili-
tary did not actively send any students, and it was not until after Pearl Harbor and the fall of 
Singapore that a programme of scholarships was started. A number of bright young school-
boys thought to have linguistic competence were recruited in 1942 for intensive courses in 
Japanese, Chinese, Persian and Turkish. As they were given accommodation at Dulwich 
school they came to be called the “Dulwich boys.” They included Ronald Dore, who became 
an outstanding Japanese scholar specializing in Japanese education and society, and Peter 
Parker (1924–2002), who later had a distinguished career in business, becoming chairman of 
British Rail, author of the “Parker Report” in 1986 on Oriental and African Languages and 
Area Studies, and namesake of the “Peter Parker Japanese Speech Contest”.11
The armed forces, however, required many more linguists than the “Dulwich boys” 
could provide and SOAS had to arrange special crash courses for young uniformed soldiers, 
sailors and airmen. Many of these had to live in barracks in London while others were bil-
leted in London homes. Although most were men, there were some women as well. For ex-
ample, a group of seven women in the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force learned Japanese at 
SOAS in 1943, before joining the very large contingent of women who worked at Bletchley 
Park, the centre for code-breaking during the War.12
Frank Daniels who had responsibility for organizing courses for the armed services was 
10 Sadao Oba, The “Japanese” War: London University’s WWII Secret Teaching Programme and the Experts 
Sent to Help Beat Japan, translated by Anne Kaneko (Folkestone: The Japan Library, 1995).
11 A biographical portrait of Sir Peter Parker by Hugh Cortazzi is contained in Hugh Cortazzi, ed., Britain 
and Japan: Biographical Portraits, Vol. VI (Folkestone: Global Oriental, 2007).
12 Michael Smith, The Debs of Bletchley Park (London: Aurum Press, 2015), 222–51. Correspondence from 
Val Salmond and Adrian Barker. 
under the general direction of Professor Eve Edwards, who led most of the negotiations with 
the authorities and doubtless behind the scenes smoothed inevitable difficulties and staff 
problems. Despite the strains of working under pressure in London during wartime bom-
bardment, morale was generally good and many of the service language students were keen to 
get out to Asia where they could practise the skills as they had learnt. 
There were initially two main courses of a year to eighteen months. These were termed 
the translators’ and the interrogators’ courses: as the names suggest, the translators’ course 
concentrated on the written language and the interrogators’ course on the spoken language. 
For both courses teaching materials had to be created from an almost non-existent base with 
a focus on military terminology. Daniels and his assistants quickly had gramophone records 
made, in the old 78 rpm format, recording the voice of Yanada Senji using Japanese phrases 
which the students might need in conversation (e.g. Anata demasu ka? Hai demasu). Those 
studying for the interrogators’ course had to listen over and over again to these records 
mouthing what was said on the records. In small groups they would study elements of gram-
mar and vocabulary and texts in Rōmaji specially created for this purpose. 
Hugh Cortazzi, who was an airman on an interrogators’ course between September 
1943 and December 1944, recalls that the temporary teachers included retired missionaries 
such as Canon France and serving officers such as Squadron Leader Lomax.13 Exceptional 
students, including Ronald Dore and Charles Dunn, were retained as assistant teachers and 
were not sent out to serve in the field. Those on the interrogators’ courses also had daily “one 
to one” sessions with temporary Japanese staff. Hugh Cortazzi recalls Mr. Takaira and Mr. 
Shimizu, among former Japanese businessmen, as well as Canadian army Nisei, including 
sergeants Yamamoto and Yamaguchi. 
The translators’ courses were drilled in Japanese characters by various teachers including 
Major-General Piggott, who had spent three years in Japan in the 1930s as an army language 
student. He took them through the most commonly used characters in Rose-Innes’ Beginners’ 
Dictionary of Chinese-Japanese Characters and Compounds. This dictionary, as well as the Ken-
kyusha Japanese-English Dictionary, had to be quickly reproduced by photolithograph process 
in sufficient quantities for the students to use. It soon became apparent that the division be-
tween written and spoken Japanese was unsustainable, and both courses were given tuition in 
both written and spoken Japanese. The courses were intense, with students expected to turn 
up every day Monday to Friday and work either in classes or tutorials from 9 to 5 with a 
good deal of home-work (not easy in a barrack room or perhaps unheated lodgings with food 
13 Cortazzi, Japan and Back and Places Elsewhere: A Memoir, Folkestone, UK: Gloval Oriental, 1998, 18–20.
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increasingly rationed). 
SOAS was fortunate in having a building, which in those days was new and had not 
been destroyed in the blitz, although buildings nearby had been destroyed or badly damaged. 
The V1s (flying bombs) and the V2s (rockets) posed a threat to all in London in 1944. One 
V2 fell in Tottenham Court Road as some airmen were walking back to have some lunch at 
their barracks in Hallam Street. One airman studying Japanese was killed.
Student numbers gradually increased, and at the peak in the 1944–45 session, there 
were 183 in total (not just members of the armed forces) learning Japanese, all but six of 
them full-time. The intensive wartime courses were considered effective in getting students to 
a level of Japanese sufficient for work in Southeast Asia (mostly India and Burma) and con-
flict areas, where they were working on captured documents or interrogating Japanese prison-
ers. The programme organizers adopted a tightly structured and demanding approach to lan-
guage teaching, driven by the Department of Phonetics and Linguistics under J. R. Firth, 
who had been its head since 1941 and was the first Professor of General Linguistics in Brit-
ain. This emphasis on the modern language with a strong foundation in the written language 
was to remain at the core of the SOAS approach to Japanese language teaching after the war. 
Among the wartime students of Japanese who later became academics in Japanese Stud-
ies were Louis Allen (Durham University), John McEwan (Cambridge University), Douglas 
Mills (SOAS and Cambridge University), Carmen Blacker (Cambridge University), Ronald 
Dore (SOAS and LSE), P. G. O’Neill (SOAS), Charles Dunn (SOAS), and Kenneth Gardner 
(librarian at SOAS and the British Library).14 Some of these were among the “Dulwich 
Boys,” who were given state scholarships to study language at SOAS and then entered the 
military. Many took degrees at SOAS after the war including Hugh Cortazzi, who eventually 
became British ambassador to Japan. William Beasley (1919–2006) was also of this genera-
tion but he was assigned to study Japanese at the US Navy Japanese Language School at 
Boulder, Colorado, as a Royal Navy officer.15 
It has been remarked on by others that although many began learning Japanese when 
Britain was at war with Japan, the SOAS language programme still managed to instil in many 
of the students a respect for Japan that influenced their post-war development and the resto-
14 For biographical portraits of Louis Allen by Phillida Purvis, of Carmen Blacker and John McEwan by 
Peter Kornicki, of Douglas Mills by Richard Bowring, and of Kenneth Gardner by Yu-Ying Brow, see Hugh 
Cortazzi, ed., Britain and Japan: Biographical Portraits, Vol. V (Folkestone, UK: Global Oriental, 2004); Vol. 
VIII (Folkestone, UK: Global Oriental, 2013); Vol. X (Folkestone, UK: Renaissance Books, 2016); Vol. VII 
(Folkestone, UK: Global Oriental, 2007), respectively.
15 A biographical portrait of W. G. Beasley is contained in Hugh Cortazzi, ed., Britain and Japan: 
Biographical Portraits, Vol. VII (Folkestone, UK: Global Oriental, 2010). 
ration of British relations with Japan. The programme’s close links with the government con-
tinued in the post-war period, with special language training programmes being run for the 
Ministry of Defence and the Foreign & Commonwealth Office.
Post-War Expansion
A new degree syllabus for the BA Honours in Japanese was introduced in 1946. As Daniels 
described it in his Inaugural Lecture, “while including texts from the tenth century onwards, 
[it] put more emphasis on writing Japanese and included an oral examination. The practical 
aim we had set ourselves was to qualify students to begin research with only general supervi-
sion, either in the School or in a Japanese university.” 
In 1946, as part of a review of provision for non-European studies in universities, the 
Scarborough Commission examined facilities for Oriental, Slavonic, East European and Afri-
can Studies and recommended an expansion of Japanese studies into new disciplines. Daniels 
submitted an ambitious plan for the expansion of Japanese studies at SOAS to include social 
science disciplines, which was not followed initially, but in the end resulted in several new 
“language” posts and included a social science position filled by Ronald Dore. In the 1960s 
positions in the social sciences increased after the 1961 Hayter Report’s recommendations for 
the expansion of Oriental and African Studies. As Dore noted in his biographical portrait of 
Daniels, Daniels can be credited with creating the first programme of modern Japanese stud-
ies across a range of disciplines in Britain. Over the years, the expansion of specialists on Ja-
pan has never been easy; it has been driven by government reviews (Scarborough in 1946, 
Hayter in 1961, and Parker in 1987) and more recently by staff-expansion grants for three or 
five year partial or full funding. Grants from the following have greatly helped expand and 
maintain Japanese studies at SOAS: the Japan Foundation (Screech, Pizziconi, Surak, Mi-
yamura posts), International Shinto Foundation (Dolce), Sainsbury Institute for the Study of 
Japanese Arts and Cultures (Carpenter), and the Great Britain Sasakawa Foundation 
(Gerteis). Over the years, in addition to the “language” departments, new “discipline” depart-
ments were created within SOAS, most of which included specialists on Japan.
Japanese language study was the initial focus at SOAS, and members of the Japanese 
Section in the Far Eastern Department continued to contribute to scholarship on both con-
temporary and classical language. In 1959 Yanada Senji published a textbook with Charles 
Dunn, Teach Yourself Japanese. P. G. O’Neill produced a number of books on language in-
cluding Introduction to Written Japanese (1963), A Programmed Introduction to Literary Japa-
nese (1968) and A Reader of Handwritten Japanese (1984). Stefan Kaiser, who left in the mid-
1990s to become Professor at Tsukuba University, published extensively on Japanese language 
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including Japanese: A Comprehensive Grammar (2001). He also collaborated with Helen Ball-
hatchet on a completely revamped version of Teach Yourself Japanese in 1979, and was one of 
a group of scholars who wrote the influential Situational Functional Japanese (1991–92). Lone 
Takeuchi, who was at SOAS from 1983 to 1996, is a scholar of historical linguistics and clas-
sical literature and produced A Study of Classical Japanese Tense and Aspect (1987) and The 
Structure and History of Japanese: From Yamatokotoba to Nihongo (1999). Young scholars from 
Japan were regularly recruited to assist with language teaching in the 1960s and 1970s, such 
as Matsudaira Susumu 松平進 , a scholar of Japanese theatre, and Ikeda Tadashi 池田重 , who 
wrote a book in English on Japanese classical grammar. Tanaka Kazumi 田中和美 , a scholar 
of language pedagogy, ran the SOAS language programme from 1993 and then left in 2009 
to become a professor at ICU in Tokyo. She was the driving force behind the establishment 
of the British Association of Teachers of Japanese (BATJ) in 1998.   
Japanese studies staff also conducted research on various aspects of Japanese culture and 
society, with many working on literary subjects. Daniels worked on language and folklore, 
while Charles Dunn published two important books on Japanese theatre, The Early Japanese 
Puppet Drama (1966) and The Actors’ Analects (1969, with Torigoe Bunzō 鳥越文蔵 ). In ad-
dition to his work on language, P. G. O’Neill also published Early Nō Drama: Its Background, 
Character and Development 1300–1450 (1958) and A Guide to Nō (1954). Kenneth Strong 
(1925–1990) completed a BA in Japanese at SOAS in 1951 and then later taught at SOAS 
from 1964 to 1980. He published Ox against the Storm (1977), a biography of Japan’s conser-
vationist pioneer Tanaka Shōzō, and several highly regarded translations of modern fiction: 
Niwa Fumio’s The Buddha Tree (1966), Tokutomi Kenjirō’s Footprints in the Snow (1970), 
Kinoshita Naoe’s Pillar of Fire (1972), Shimazaki Tōson’s The Broken Commandment (1974) 
and Arishima Takeo’s A Certain Woman (1978). Other scholars in the Far Eastern Depart-
ment in this period included Akemi Horie-Webber, a scholar of theatre, who retired in 1994, 
and Miyoko Uraguchi Docherty, a scholar of modern Japanese literature, who left SOAS in 
1994.
Many scholars began their careers at SOAS in the postwar period before moving to oth-
er institutions: Stanley Weinstein (Yale), Douglas Mills (Cambridge), Christopher Seely 
(Canterbury), Phillip Harries (Oxford), Nicola Liscutin (Birkbeck), and Susan Napier 
(Tufts); art historian John Clark (Sydney University) is another among them, as is John Car-
penter (Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York). Hugh Clarke, a scholar of Okinawan lan-
guage and culture, taught at SOAS in the 1970s and then went on to become Professor of 
Japanese at Sydney University. David Chibbett, who wrote The History of Japanese Printing 
and Book Illustration (1977), was librarian at SOAS before taking up a position in the British 
Library, but died prematurely shortly afterwards. Helen Ballhatchet was both a student and 
then a lecturer at SOAS (1979–1991) before taking up a position at Keio University. Ivan 
Morris completed his PhD at SOAS in 1951 before taking up a position at Columbia.16
The Japanese programme was led by P. G. O’Neill from the late 1960s onwards. After 
his retirement in 1986, the School tried to expand the discipline range of Japanese studies in 
the department and in 1986 appointed Brian Moeran from the Anthropology Department to 
the chair of Japanese studies. Moeran resigned after a few years, however, to take up a posi-
tion in Hong Kong. Andrew Gerstle was then appointed to the chair of Japanese studies in 
1993. He was head of the AHRC funded Centre for Asian and African Literatures (jointly 
with University College London) in 2000–2005, a project which stimulated comparative lit-
erature studies at SOAS, and he has co-organized two exhibitions at the British Museum on 
Osaka Kabuki in 2005 and shunga erotic art in 2013.
John Breen and Helen Ballhatchet report that in their time most professors and lectur-
ers took a role in the language programme. O’Neill, Dunn and Kenneth Strong were all con-
sidered to be good language teachers and their textbooks were used in the courses. From 
around the year 1977, SOAS (and other programmes in the UK with honours degrees in Jap-
anese) began to send students for a summer in Japan, initially at Nanzan University in Na-
goya. Later SOAS developed its own programme of in-country language training at the Hok-
kaido University of Education for the third term of year one and the summer vacation. From 
1997 SOAS undergraduate students have been sent to various Japanese universities for their 
entire second year (later third year). This in-country training altered considerably the teach-
ing programme, and was a stimulus to learning and of course to students’ fluency in the spo-
ken language.
The language programme of the Japanese section continued to expand during the 
1980s and 1990s and into the 21st century, and with it the number of Japanese native lan-
guage teachers. Setsuko Cornish taught Japanese language for many years in the Department. 
Non-degree teaching of Japanese language is carried out by the SOAS Language Centre, 
which offers a variety of courses to the public. The leader of the team of Japanese language 
teachers is Okajima Shin’ichirō 岡島慎一郎. Yoshiko Jones has been a key teacher in the Lan-
guage Centre as well as in the degree programme for many years. The Centre collaborates 
with the London Japan Foundation office in teaching beginners’ level courses, and in hosting 
the Japanese Language Proficiency Test.
16 A biographical portrait of Ivan Morris by Nobuko Albery is contained in Hugh Cortazzi, ed., Britain and 
Japan: Biographical Portraits, Vol. IV (Folkestone, UK: Japan Library, 2002).
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The Japan Research Centre (JRC) was founded in 1978 with William Beasley as inau-
gural chair. Sugihara Kaoru 杉原薫 played an important role in expanding the activities of 
the JRC in the 1990s. The JRC supports research activities on Japan, such as regular weekly 
seminars, annual lectures (Named lectures: Meiji Jingu, Beasley, Tsuda), conferences/work-
shops, performance events, as well as hosting academic visitors from Japan and “Research As-
sociates” in the UK. It is also home to the SOAS Studies in Modern and Contemporary Ja-
pan series (editor, Christopher Gerteis), published by Bloomsbury Publishing. Currently it 
also hosts the journal Japan Forum, edited by SOAS staff. The JRC includes all the SOAS 
staff who work on Japan in the various disciplinary departments, and they will be discussed 
below.
The current staff in what is now the Japan and Korea department is as follows;
Professors and Lecturers: Stephen Dodd (modern literature), Andrew Gerstle (literature, dra-
ma, visual arts), Griseldis Kirsch (media), Barbara Pizziconi (linguistics), Nana Sato-Rossberg 
(translation studies), and Isolde Standish (film)
Senior Teaching Fellows: Alan Cummings (literature, drama), Satona Suzuki (history)
Principal and Senior Lectors in Japanese language: Furukawa Akiko, Harumi Seiko, Kanehisa 
Misako, Kashiwagi Miwako, Shiraki Hitoshi, and Taniguchi Kaori. The language staff con-
tinually produce teaching materials to supplement the language textbooks.
Literary Studies
Literature has been a key discipline in the programme. The publications of O’Neill, Dunn 
and Strong have been mentioned above. Other notable work on literature has been produced 
at SOAS by Douglas Mills (A Collection of Tales from Uji: a Study and Translation of “Uji shūi 
monogatari,” 1970), Christopher Seeley (A History of Writing in Japan, 1991), Phillip Harries 
(The poetic memoirs of Lady Daibu, 1980), Nicola Liscutin (Cultural Studies and Cultural In-
dustries in Northeast Asia: What a Difference a Region Makes, 2009), and Susan Napier (The 
Fantastic in Modern Japanese Literature: the Subversion of Modernity, 1996). 
Film and Media 
The area of film and media studies has from the late 1990s developed considerably at SOAS, 
with two centres, one for film and one for media studies, and recently a BA in Global Cine-
ma and Screen Arts was created in collaboration with Birkbeck College. Current staff mem-
bers Isolde Standish and Griseldis Kirsch focus on Japanese film and media.
History
Japanese history has been a core discipline from the outset with the appointment of Longford 
to King’s College London. The eminent scholar of early European interactions with East 
Asia, C. R. Boxer (1904–2000), previously at King’s College London, was appointed Profes-
sor of the History of the Far East at SOAS in 1951.17 However, he served for only two years 
and was succeeded in the Chair by William Beasley, one of the most important scholars of 
Japanese history in the twentieth century. He began teaching at SOAS in 1947, became Pro-
fessor of the Far East in 1954 and retired from SOAS in 1983. His focus was on Japan’s tran-
sition from the Tokugawa to Meiji periods and on diplomatic history. His first book was 
Great Britain and the Opening of Japan (1951); his monumental prize-winning work was The 
Meiji Restoration (1973), and his most widely read book The Rise of Modern Japan (1990). 
His Japanese Imperialism 1894–1945 (1987) is a bold and challenging reappraisal of Japan’s 
colonial period. Beasley had many PhD students in both Chinese and Japanese modern his-
tory, including Ian Nish, who later taught at the London School of Economics and Politics 
(LSE) and wrote The Anglo-Japanese Alliance: the Diplomacy of Two Island Empires 1894–1907 
(1966) and The Origins of the Russo-Japanese War (1995). Beasley continued to be active and 
to publish long after his retirement from SOAS and the annual Beasley Lecture was estab-
lished in 2013 in his honour.
G. W. Robinson was at the School for two years from 1955–57. Andrew Fraser, a schol-
ar of Japanese local history who completed a PhD under Beasley and taught at SOAS in the 
early 1960s, moved to the Australian National University’s Research School of Pacific Studies 
(National Election Politics in Tokushima Prefecture, 1890–1902, 1972). He was succeeded in 
1966 by Richard Sims, who wrote French Policy towards the Bakufu and Meiji Japan, 1854–95 
(1998) and Japanese Political History since the Meiji Restoration, 1868–2000 (2001). Sugihara 
Kaoru, a prolific scholar of economic history and of Japan’s relations with Asia, was at SOAS 
in the 1980s to mid-1990s before moving to a Chair at Osaka University; he later wrote Ja-
pan, China, and the Growth of the Asian International Economy, 1850–1949 (2005). He was 
very active at SOAS, particularly as Chair of the Japan Research Centre. 
The historian John Breen had a long career at SOAS before becoming a professor at the 
International Research Center for Japanese Studies in Kyoto. His publications have been on 
state and religion, particularly Shinto; he is the author of A New history of Shinto (2010) and 
17 A biographical portrait of Charles Boxer by James Cummins is contained in Hugh Cortazzi, ed., Britain 
and Japan: Biographical Portraits, Vol. IV.
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Yasukuni, the War dead and the Struggle for Japan’s Past (2008), as well as two books in Japa-
nese on the Ise Shrine. He is also editor of the journal Japan Review. The current SOAS his-
torians are Angus Lockyer and Christopher Gerteis; both focus on modern Japan. Japanese 
history is also taught in the art and religious studies departments.
Anthropology and sociology
Anthropology (and sociology) were established early in the post-war era, with Christoph von 
Fürer-Haimendorf as head of department, initially with a particularly strong focus on South 
Asia. Ronald Dore was appointed initially as a social science specialist, but not in the anthro-
pology department. Dore, one of the most eminent scholars of Japan, produced many books 
on a variety of topics, from educational history to city life and economics. They include City 
life in Japan: A Study of a Tokyo Ward (1963), Education in Tokugawa Japan (1965), Land Re-
form in Japan (1984), British Factory, Japanese Factory: The Origins of National Diversity in In-
dustrial Relations (1973), and Shinohata: A Portrait of a Japanese Village (1978). 
Rodney Clark, who completed his PhD in the Department, was appointed lecturer in 
anthropology in 1974, but resigned in 1979 to work in the world of finance and to write 
plays. His book The Japanese Company (1979) is well known and still widely cited. Brian Mo-
eran, after completing his PhD at SOAS, was appointed lecturer in 1981. He is well known 
for his many publications on the pottery industry, advertising and media: Lost Innocence: Folk 
Craft Potters of Onta, Japan (1984), A Japanese Advertising Agency: An Anthropology of Media 
and Markets (1996), and Language and Popular Culture in Japan (2011). Moeran gained some 
notoriety when his memoir on life as a professor of Japanese at SOAS was published in Japa-
nese in 1988.
Dolores Martinez began teaching at SOAS in 1989, occupying a new post created fol-
lowing the Parker Report, initially as a replacement for Brian Moeran, who had moved to the 
Far East Department as chair of Japanese studies. After Moeran left for Hong Kong in 1991, 
she became the only Japan specialist in the department. Martinez published on social rituals 
and film, including for example Remaking Kurosawa: Translations and Permutations in Global 
Cinema (2009). She was very active and supervised a number of successful PhD students be-
fore her retirement in 2012, when Fabio Gygi replaced her. 
Economics
G. C. Allen (1900–82), a Fellow of the British Academy who taught for many years at Uni-
versity College London, was an important early scholar of the economy of Japan, and pub-
lished many books on Japanese economic history including Modern Japan and Its Problems 
(1927) and A Short Economic History of Modern Japan, 1867–1937 (1946).18 He had learned 
Japanese in Japan in the 1920s while teaching economics there. His connections with SOAS 
were considerable and he left £3000 to SOAS in his will to establish a prize in the Economics 
of Japan.
The Department of Economics has a long history of encouraging staff to learn Japanese 
for research and teaching on the Japanese economy. Seymour Broadbridge, an early appoint-
ment in the department, learnt Japanese while at SOAS, although he left to return to Austra-
lia before teaching on Japan. Broadbridge was already an established economic historian with 
a PhD on British railway history in the nineteenth century. He studied Japanese language, 
and then researched small-scale industrial firms and published Industrial Dualism in Japan 
(1966).
The first head of economics and politics at SOAS was Edith Penrose whose husband, E. 
F. Penrose, had been a major force in Japanese economic studies (Population Theories and 
Their Application, with Special Reference to Japan, 1934). He was another who had worked in 
Japan in the 1920s. This connection led her to agree to the suggestion that lecturer Christo-
pher Howe take up Japanese. Howe, a specialist on East Asian trade, taught on the economics 
of the region for more than forty years at SOAS, retiring from teaching in 2015. His major 
work on Japan is The Origins of Japanese Trade Supremacy: Development and Technology in Asia 
from 1540 to the Pacific War (1996).
Professor Machiko Nissanke is a specialist on Africa but has contributed to teaching on 
Japan. Costas Lapavitsas is another who was given time to learn Japanese language in order to 
conduct research on Japan. His field is comparative political economy and finance, and in 
2015, he was elected an MP in the Greek parliament. Miyamura Satoshi is the current spe-
cialist on Japan and East Asia in the department, and Ulrich Volz also teaches on the Japanese 
economy. Sugihara Kaoru, who was in the History Department, was an important figure in 
Japanese economics during his time at SOAS in the 1980s–90s. Penelope Francks (Leeds 
University) is a notable graduate of the department; she has written Technology and Agricul-
tural Development in Pre-war Japan (1984) and Japanese Economic Development: Theory and 
Practice (1999). Another recent graduate is Ralph Paprzycki, who wrote Inter-firm Networks 
in the Japanese Electronics Industry (2005).
18 A biographical portrait of G. C. Allen by Sarah Metzger-Court is contained in Hugh Cortazzi and 
Gordon Daniels, eds., Britain and Japan 1859–1991: Themes and Personalities (London: Routledge, 1991).
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Linguistics
Linguistics and language research has been at the core of Japanese studies at SOAS. Kaiser 
and Takeuchi have already been mentioned. Barbara Pizziconi was appointed particularly 
with the aim of creating an Applied Linguistics & Language Pedagogy programme in Japa-
nese and this has now been running for many years. Hoshi Hiroto taught theoretical linguis-
tics from 1994 to 2004 before moving to Akita University. Mika Kizu replaced him and 
taught theoretical and applied Japanese linguistics until 2013. Noriko Iwasaki, a specialist on 
applied linguistics and language teaching, was appointed to a post in the linguistics depart-
ment to develop this field at SOAS across its languages. Professor Peter Sells, who headed the 
SOAS linguistics department between 2007 and 2011, also contributed to research on Japa-
nese theoretical linguistics, as did Andrew Simpson, who conducted several comparative 
studies including Japanese. Nana Sato-Rossberg was appointed in 2014 with the particular 
task of developing Japanese translation studies at SOAS.
Business and Finance Studies
This field developed initially from the distance-learning programme, where Sonja Ruehl has 
been a key figure. The department of financial and management studies, initially only for 
postgraduates, has recently expanded to include undergraduate degrees, including a BSc in 
International Management that includes a year in Japan, which started in 2012. Helen Mac-
naughtan and Tuukka Toivonen are current specialists on Japan in the Department.
Politics
The politics department has been less successful in maintaining research and teaching on Jap-
anese politics over the years. Richard Boyd, the author of Asian States: Beyond the Develop-
mental Perspective (2005), was lecturer in Japanese politics for many years before moving to 
Leiden University. Lesley Connors taught for a few years in the late 1990s, and Phil Deans 
and Kobayashi Yuka have included Japan as part of their teaching on East Asian international 
relations. Currently Kristin Surak is the specialist on Japan in the Department.
Geography
Japan was at the core of the geography department from the outset. Charles Fisher (1916–
1982) founded the Department of Geography in 1965.19 He had been a prisoner of war in 
Changi and on the Burma Railway after the fall of Singapore, and was a specialist on East 
Asian geography. He wrote Three Times a Guest: Recollections of Japan and the Japanese, 1942–
1969 (1979). 
John Sargent, who died in 2013, began his PhD at SOAS in 1962 and was appointed 
to the newly established Geography Department in 1965.20 He served as head for seven years 
and retired in 1999. He published Perspectives on Japan: Towards the Twenty-first Century 
(2000) and Geographical Studies & Japan (1993). The latter was co-authored with Richard 
Wiltshire, who began teaching at SOAS in 1979 after spending several years in Japan teach-
ing at Tohoku University. He also published Relocating the Japanese Worker: Geographical Per-
spectives on Personnel Transfers, Career Mobility and Economic Restructuring (1995). Thus 
SOAS, unusually in the academic world outside Japan, had two specialists on Japanese geog-
raphy able to use Japanese for research and teaching. Paul Waley of Leeds University, who 
published Japanese Capitals in Historical Perspective: Place, Power and Memory in Kyoto, Edo 
and Tokyo (2000), is a notable PhD graduate. 
The department was small, however, and early in 2001 it merged with the larger one at 
King’s College London. Joint degrees continue to be offered in geography in collaboration 
with King’s College. SOAS’s loss was King’s gain. Richard Wiltshire reports that student 
numbers for Japanese geography are far greater at King’s than at SOAS.
Art History
SOAS produced a PhD in Japanese art in 1980 before the Department of Art and Archaeolo-
gy was established. This was Sebastian Izzard (now an important Japanese art dealer in New 
York City), who was supervised by William Watson, then professor of Chinese Art at the Per-
cival David Foundation, who had a strong interest in Japan and was a central figure in the 
Royal Academy’s Great Japan Exhibition of 1981–82.21 The Department, which was founded 
in 1988, appointed its first Japan specialist, Timon Screech, in 1991. His position was initial-
ly supported by grants from the Japan Foundation and Sotheby’s. Through his many publica-
tions, Screech has established himself as a world-renowned scholar of the art and visual histo-
ry of the Edo period.
19 A biographical portrait of Charles Alfred Fisher by Gordon Daniels is contained in Hugh Cortazzi, ed., 
Britain and Japan: Biographical Portraits, Vol. VIII.
20 A biographical portrait of John Sargent is contained in Hugh Cortazzi, ed., Britain and Japan: 
Biographical Portraits, Vol. IX (Folkestone, UK: Renaissance Books, 2015).
21 An account of this exhibition by Nicolas MacLean in Hugh Cortazzi, ed., Britain and Japan: Biographical 
Portraits, Vol. IX.
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When the Sainsbury Institute for Japanese Arts and Cultures (SISJAC) was founded in 
Norwich in 1999, it was created with a London branch in SOAS, and Screech for the first 
five years was a joint appointment with SISJAC. John Carpenter was appointed to SOAS 
with SISJAC funding, and from 2004 was the SISJAC London office representative. After 
several years at SOAS, John Carpenter moved to become curator of Japanese art at the Met-
ropolitan Museum of Art in New York. Carpenter’s focus has been primarily on text and im-
age in Japanese art, from the classical period to modern times, and he is the author of Hoku-
sai and His Age: Ukiyo-e Painting, Printmaking and Book Illustration in Late Edo Japan (2005) 
and Designing Nature: The Rinpa Aesthetic in Japanese Art (2012). Recent PhDs include Alfred 
Haft, who is now at the British Museum and has written Aesthetic Strategies of the Floating 
World: “Mitate,” “Yatsushi,” and “Fūryū” in Early Modern Japanese Popular Culture (2013), 
and Maezaki Shinya 前崎信也 , a lecturer at Kyoto Women’s University.
From early on the Department has run a Diploma in Japanese art on its own or in col-
laboration with Sotheby’s. Arichi Meri, who received her PhD from the Department, has 
been key as convenor of this programme. Many students over the years have gone on to get 
postgraduate degrees in the Department after completing the Diploma.
Religious Studies
SOAS has a long tradition of the study of religion, although the department was formed rela-
tively recently. Timothy Barrett, now emeritus Professor of East Asian History, moved from 
History to Religious studies a few years after the department was created in 1993 as a special-
ist on East Asian religion. Brian Bocking, who has written The Oracles of the Three Shrines: 
Windows on Japanese Religion (2001) taught Japanese religion in the Department from 1999 
to 2007 before moving to University College Cork in Ireland. John Breen played a crucial 
role in enabling SOAS to obtain a grant from the International Shinto Foundation for a post 
in Japanese religion and funding for the Centre for the Study of Japanese Religions. Lucia 
Dolce, a specialist on Japanese Buddhism, was appointed in 1998 and the Centre was 
launched in 1999. Under Dolce’s leadership the Centre and the study of Japanese religions 
have flourished at SOAS. The department has also been the recipient of grants from the Nu-
mata Foundation, Bukkyō Dendō Kyōkai and Agonshū for research and positions on reli-
gion, and in that connection Vincent Tournier, a specialist on Buddhism, has joined the De-
partment as Seiyu Kiriyama Lecturer in Buddhist Studies. 
Music
SOAS has had a long tradition of research on the traditional Japanese performing arts, with 
O’Neill (noh), Dunn (bunraku and kabuki), Gerstle (kabuki and bunraku), and Cummings 
(kabuki and contemporary music). However, the first specialist on music was David Hughes 
who taught at SOAS from 1987 to 2008. Upon arrival (before the Centre of Music Studies 
had become an official Department of Music), he covered the music of East and South East 
Asia, as well as general ethnomusicology. His main regional research focus was Japan, but he 
also worked on Indonesia. He has written The Ashgate Research Companion to Japanese Music 
(2008, with Alison Tokita) and Traditional Folk Song in Modern Japan: Sources, Sentiment and 
Society (2008). 
Hughes has been particularly active in organizing musical events and in leading tradi-
tional music groups, with over 100 events small and large during his time at SOAS and for 
these activities he was awarded the Japan Society award. He was also active in building up re-
sources at SOAS on Japanese music. The SOAS Library has an impressive collection of books 
and AV materials related to Japanese music and performing arts. The Department of Music 
owns a representative variety of Japanese instruments; several were gifts from individuals, 
while others were acquired through grants obtained in connection with various summer 
schools and short courses. After Hughes retired in 2008, he was replaced by a Southeast Asia 
specialist.
Law
East Asian law was taught and researched at SOAS from early in the expansion of law studies 
as a discipline in the 1980s. Donald Clarke, a specialist on Chinese law, taught Japanese law 
during his brief tenure at SOAS before moving on the University of Washington and then 
George Washington University. Frank Bennett was the first appointment as a specialist in 
Japanese law in 1988. However, after he left in 1998 to take up a position in Nagoya Univer-
sity, there has not been a specialist of Japanese law at SOAS. 
Library
The SOAS Library, as the National Library for Asian and African Studies, has had an import-
ant role to play in Japanese studies, not only at SOAS but nationally as well. SOAS has been 
able to have specialist librarians in order to enlarge and manage the collection. The list of 
successive Japanese librarians is: 1950–1955 K. B. Gardner (Far East); 1955–1955 G. W. 
Bonsall (Far East); 1958–1969 Miyamoto Shōzaburō (Far East; Japan from 1968– ); 1969–
1972 D. G. Chibbett (Japan and Korea); 1972–1995 Brian Hickman; 1973–2010 Yasumura 
Yoshiko; 1995–present Kobayashi Fujiko.
The Library holds over 160,000 items for Japanese studies as of 2015. The Library has 
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collected research and teaching materials in a wide range of academic disciplines except for 
the sciences (although it includes books on the history of science) and books for children. 
The origin of the collection was a few hundred books, mainly in European languages, 
which were transferred from the London Institution to the newly founded School of Oriental 
Studies in 1917. During the first 30 years, the collection was slowly but steadily expanded by 
purchase and donations. Notable donations included the collections of Richard Ponson-
by-Fane (1878–1937), who resided in Japan from 1919 until his death, and Sir Henry Part-
lett (1842–1921) in the mid-1920s, and some 400 volumes of mainly 19th-century Japanese 
woodblock printed books donated by Ms S. de Watterville in memory of her brother Lieu-
tenant-Colonel E. F. Calthrop, one time military attaché in Tokyo, in 1927.22 Other early 
donations include books and prints from Frederick Anderson, the Ernest Satow collection of 
early books, Arthur Waley’s collection and Japanese books brought back from Japan by the 
Duke of Gloucester, during the 1928–29 academic session. The School purchased confiscated 
materials from the embassy of Japan in London in 1947. The total holding of Japanese-lan-
guage books at that time was still less than 3,000. 
The major step in building up the collection was a special grant received as a result of 
the Scarborough Report in 1947. In 1949 the substantial sum of £4,000 was spent on Japa-
nese books, partly from School funds and partly from a special non-recurrent grant made 
available by the University Grants Committee. Also, £1,000-worth of Japanese Sinological 
materials was acquired. Walter Simon, the Professor of Chinese, and Frank Daniels visited 
China and Japan to obtain Chinese and Japanese texts to build up the Library. 
During the 1950–51 academic year, the retiring Chairman of the Governing Body, 
Lord Harlech, presented to the School some 18th–19th century Japanese colour prints, book 
illustrations, and sketch albums, which formed a major part of the Japanese prints collection 
together with the works presented as a gift from Frederick Anderson, governor of the School 
from 1917 to 1939. In the 1952–53 academic year, the School received some 2,000 volumes 
formerly kept in Japanese embassies and consulates in Europe during the 1939–45 war, 
which included many classified documents relating to Japanese foreign policy and activities 
abroad. Those books are still easily spotted by the stamp of the Imperial crest, a chrysanthe-
mum with sixteen open petals, inside the books. 
The Hayter Report on Oriental and African Studies (1961) recommended that the Li-
brary should operate as a national library in buying important material published in, or relat-
22 On this donation see S. Yoshitake, “Notes on Japanese Literature,” in Bulletin of the School of Oriental and 
African Studies 4 (1928): 679–688.
ing to, Asia and Africa. It also recommended that the main expansion in Oriental and African 
studies during the next ten years should be in fields such as history, geography, law, econom-
ics, and social studies. Accordingly, the Library increased acquisitions relating to post-Meiji 
Japan. 
Once SOAS was recognized as a National Library, the Library received grants and do-
nations from external sources, including the Ford Foundation Far Eastern Studies Program 
(£10,000 in 1967–68), Mitsui and Co. Europe Ltd. (£5,000 for 6 years from 1982/83), 
TDK Ltd. (£5,000 to update the Japanese business collection in 1984/85), and Hamada & 
Matsumoto (£5,000 for the purchase of Japanese law-related materials in 1987/88). The Ja-
pan Foundation, Toshiba International Foundation, Kasumi Kaikan, Shoyu Club, the Metro-
politan Center for Far Eastern Art Studies, and the Sainsbury Institute for the Study of Japa-
nese Arts and Cultures are among the donors who have been supporting the collections in 
recent years. 
Between 1975 and 1992, the UK Japan Library Group organized the National Co-op-
erative Scheme for the Acquisition of Japanese Vernacular Monographs, financed by a grant 
from the Japan Foundation Endowment for the Promotion of Japanese Studies. SOAS fo-
cused its acquisitions on language, modern literature, law, folklore, and geography. 
Two book-buying tours to Japan were made by SOAS librarians in order to improve the 
collection: Miyamoto Shōzaburō in 1968 on a grant from the Ford Foundation Far Eastern 
Studies and the School, and Brian Hickman in 1975 on a grant from the Japan Foundation 
Endowment Committee and the School. They also established contacts for exchange pro-
grammes with leading institutions and some are still active today.  
The Burma Campaign Memorial Library, which includes over 300 Japanese-language 
books, was inaugurated in May 1999. This is a comprehensive collection of writings about 
the war in Burma (1942–1945). The Japanese books cover official military records, memorial 
publications from some Infantry Regiments, memoirs, and novels. 
Electronic resources have become an increasingly important part of the Japan collec-
tion. Teaching and research now benefit from using databases, and the Library provides access 
to many Western-language databases of primary sources, e-books, and journals. The number 
of e-resources available in Japanese is increasing every year, and major newspapers (Asahi, Yo-
miuri and Nikkei) and important reference works are available in the Library. The develop-
ment of full-text Japanese journal databases for arts and humanities in Japan has been very 
slow so the Japan collections will depend on traditional paper copies for Japanese language 
resources for some time to come. The Japan collection will continue to change its focus to 
follow academic trends while it keeps the traditional materials as treasures of knowledge.   
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The “Société Française des Études Japonaises” (SFEJ) (French Society of Japanese Studies) is 
one of, if not the largest, academic associations of Japanese Studies in France. Its role is to of-
fer information and to organize scholarly activities related to Japanese Studies in France. 
SFEJ, in its present form, was founded in 1990 by a committee of about fifteen schol-
ars1 who are all well known today for their contributions to Japanese Studies in France, such 
as Yves-Marie Allioux, the translator of several novels by Mishima Yukio; Jean-François Sabo-
uret, an eminent researcher on Japanese sociology; and Cécile Sakai, a notable specialist on 
Japanese literature. 
Just one year after its creation, SFEJ membership quickly rose to about 130 people. 
Since then, membership numbers have increased in tandem with the development of Japa-
nese Studies in France. The association is currently comprised of about 180 members, from 
graduate students to researchers and university professors, all of whom are involved in Japa-
nese Studies.
In 1992, hot on the heels of its founding, SFEJ organized a symposium dedicated to 
the Japanese language, or more specifically to Japanese language education. It was the first 
large-scale event coordinated by the association. Today SFEJ is best known for the “Colloque 
de la SFEJ,” a biennial symposium established in 1994, that usually takes place in December. 
For each symposium, a general topic is chosen with the aim of gathering scholars not only 
from the field of Japanese language and literature, but also from economics, sociology, arts, or 
any other topics related to Japan. 
For example, the theme of the 12th symposium, scheduled to run December 15-17, 
2016, in the city of Lyon, is “graphic arts and visual culture in Japan.” As this symposium is 
the biggest event of its kind in France for scholars of Japanese studies, it has become the piv-
otal gathering place for the majority of scholars from Japanese Studies departments at French 
universities to share research information and discuss their latest work. 
1  The complete list of the committee members is as follow: Yves-Marie Allioux, Patrick Beillevaire, 
Augustin Berque, Jean-Pierre Berthon, Laurence Caillet, Guy Gagnon, Hélène Haon, Annick Horiuchi, 
Patrick Le Nestour, François Macé, Jean-Jacques Origas, Jean-François Sabouret, Cécile Sakai, Marion 
Saucier, Kazuhiko Yatabe, and André Wlodarczyk.
It also provides a valuable opportunity for researchers who may not work in Japanese 
Studies departments, but study Japan-related topics, to meet with specialists. Needless to say 
that advanced doctorate students and young researchers are given the opportunity to present 
their work, and to garner advice from established researchers and professors from various uni-
versities and institutes. 
This symposium is also open to foreign Francophone researchers. To that end, the con-
ditions to submit a proposal are the ability to speak French, to research a Japan-related sub-
ject by employing Japanese sources, and to register with the association if the proposal is se-
lected. At the last symposium in 2014, more than 50 speakers presented their research, most 
of them French scholars, but some from other European countries, the United States, and Ja-
pan. Since 1994, the papers presented have been published in a series of collections titled Ja-
pon Pluriel by Editions Philippe Picquier in the city of Arles. This publication is an informa-
tive resource guide to the latest trends in Japanese Studies in France.
As the number of students in Japanese Studies departments increases, the desire for in-
formation exchange among fellow students has also increased. In 2009, SFEJ started a na-
tional workshop for doctorate students, known as “Atelier Doctoral des Études Japonaises” 
(ADEJ), which means “Doctoral workshop of Japanese Studies.” It takes place in December, 
in odd years, to avoid overlapping with the above-mentioned biennial symposium, which 
takes place in even years. This workshop is mainly attended by Francophone Ph.D. students, 
and unlike the symposium, these workshops do not focus on a specific theme each time. 
Based on the submitted proposals, the selection committee organizes the students into topic 
groups. At the workshop, students give a short presentation in front of the group, and then 
discuss their topics and methodology among themselves while being supervised by a profes-
sor.
SFEJ also has its own website, accessible at the address: http://sfej.asso.fr. The site was 
revamped in 2014, and is accessed by about fifty visitors per day. The purpose of this website 
is to be the most comprehensive information source on Japanese Studies in France. It collects 
information on Japanese Studies from undergraduate to master and doctorate levels at uni-
versity departments, while also providing information on research networks, job opportuni-
ties, fellowships, publications, and specialized blogs. The information posted on the website 
is sent to association members through a mailing list on which new members are automati-
cally registered. The mailing list also offers supplementary information on calls for papers by 
other workshops, seminars or symposium panels. 
In addition, since 1990, SFEJ has published an annual Bulletin for members, which was 
originally distributed in paper format before the switch to digital format in 2006. This Bulle-
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tin summarizes Japanese Studies activities in France for the year, and brings news of annual 
awards dedicated to Francophone Japanese Studies, such as the “Prix Shibusawa-Claudel,” 
created in 1984, for high achievement in studies of French and Japanese culture each year, 
the “Prix Konishi de la traduction littéraire,” established in 1993, for an excellent translation 
of Japanese or French literature, and the “Prix Zoom Japon,” inaugurated in 2003, for an 
outstanding French translation of a Japanese novel and a Japanese manga each year. 
The Bulletin publicizes those who have received awards not for Japanese studies itself, 
but rather academic achievement that happens to be Japan-related research. The Bulletin also 
lists those who have been awarded masters and doctorate degrees, as well as “habilitation à di-
riger des recherches”2 in France. The Bulletin supplies information on books on Japanese 
studies and translations of Japanese literature published in France, as well as information on 
major exhibitions on Japan, and recipients of collaborative research projects in France and 
Europe. In other words, the Bulletin is a comprehensive guide to everything related to Japa-
nese Studies in France. 
In addition, the Bulletin compiles an informative yearbook, which includes all the 
member names, their positions, research interests, contact details, and their pages on the site 
of their institution or “academia.edu.” From 2016, there is also a link to members’ Internet 
profiles. Thus, the latest yearbook will greatly contribute to information exchange among 
scholars of Japanese studies.
2  The “Habilitation à Diriger des Recherches,” translated as “authorization to supervise research,” is the 
highest diploma that can be awarded in France, for those with doctoral degrees who aim for tenure positions 
as university professors.
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The Ohio State University (OSU) is currently the third largest public university in the Unit-
ed States. It has a student population of about 55,500. Ohio’s population is typical of the 
United States as a whole in terms of its ethnic and racial composition. The makeup of the 
student population is probably typical of large state universities in the US. Coming to OSU 
in Columbus, Ohio for the first time in 1989, I thought what on earth is a Department of 
East Asian Languages and Literatures doing in the middle of the country. In those days, Co-
lumbus had the reputation of being a “Cow Town.” Over the years, however, drawn by a 
word of mouth that Columbus was a relatively safe and easy place to live and work, immi-
grants have flocked to the city, providing much greater diversity to the city.
Central Ohio is home to a variety of Japanese businesses. Chief among them is a large 
Honda plant. The attached Appendix 1 provided by the Japanese Consulate in Detroit in 
2014 gives a breakdown of the Japanese business presence in Central Ohio. “Japan ranks 
among the top foreign investors in Ohio with 422 facilities. The majority of Japanese facili-
ties (253) are manufacturers, 51% of which are automotive-related. There are 95 commercial 
trade operations, accounting for 23% of all facilities.” These facilities provide 70,985 jobs in 
Ohio, 98% of which are held by citizens of the state. These facts led the administrators of the 
University to greatly expand the Japanese programs. In the mid-1980s there were one or two 
tenured or tenure-track professors of Japanese in the Department of East Asian Languages 
and Literatures. The Japanese program was dominated by the Chinese program. By the early 
1990s, there were 9 tenured or tenure-track faculty members in Japanese, a number equal to 
the Chinese faculty. Below, from the perspective of OSU, I will discuss what I perceive to be 
recent trends in Japanese Studies in the U.S. under the following categories: undergraduate 
programs, graduate programs, faculty, general intellectual trends, and future trends.
Undergraduate Programs
When I first began teaching in 1989, I asked a class of 180 students in a course entitled “Ele-
ments of Japanese Culture” what their primary association with Japan was: technological in-
novation in the form of electronic products or World War II. Well over half of the class asso-
ciated Japan with World War II. As OSU became more “civilized” and class sizes were 
reduced, I asked a same class of 50 students in the mid-1990s the same question, and the 
majority said electronic products. Recently, I raised the same question in a similar class and 
the answer was anime and manga. Interest in Japan remains strong among undergraduates at 
a major state university, but the reasons for that interest have changed over time. 
Interest in learning the Japanese language also remains strong. However, the manner of 
instruction has changed markedly. When I studied Japanese, first and second year were han-
dled by native speakers hired in Japan under the direction of Tamako Niwa, third year was 
taught by a former kabuki performer, and fourth year was handled by Roy Miller, the histori-
cal linguist. In the upper levels, emphasis was placed on reading and writing, and there ap-
peared to be little standardized curriculum. Once a week Roy Miller would bring in a news-
paper article or other contemporary writing and we were expected to translate it by the next 
session.
Things are different at OSU today. Oral-aural proficiency is stressed following a strict 
standardized curriculum established by Eleanor Jorden and Mari Noda. The program is run 
entirely by the linguistics faculty. There is next to no translation. To meet the needs of stu-
dents, a proliferation of different courses have been instituted. “Intensive Japanese” offered 
throughout the year, with “Independent Instruction,” by which students can choose their 
own times to attend class, determine the number of credits they wish to take, and are able to 
study at their own pace. And, of course, there is a regular track. In addition, a 5th year of 
Japanese has been instituted.
At the time of the Nixon/Kissinger opening of diplomatic relations with the People’s 
Republic of China, it was axiomatic that as Chinese enrollments increased, Japanese enroll-
ments decreased. This is no longer the case, as the table below illustrates.
Language Course Enrollment Figures 
for the Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures
Autumn





a. y. 2013-14 a. y. 2014-15
Chinese 352   350   352 302   302 n/a  18 654 670
Japanese 346   392   384 329   310 57  96 732 798
Korean 181   160   184 162   183 10  16 353 359
Total 1739 1827
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By semester & course, from present back to Autumn 2013:
Autumn 2015
Chinese Japanese Korean
C1101.01 95 J1101.01 137 K1101.01 59
C1101.51 16 J1101.51 39 K1101.51 43
C1102.51 17 J1102.51 31 K1102.51 14
C1103.51 18 J1103.51 17 K1103.51 13
C1103.01 39 J1103.01 58 K1103.01 20
C2141.01 23 K2102.51 7
C2151.01 20 J2141 10
C2151.51 18 J2151 10
C4101 14 J4101.01 32 K4101.01 9
C4152.51 12 J5101.01 10 K4101.51 4
C5101.51 11 J5103.51 17 K4102.51 5
C5102.51 1 J5111 5 K5101 10








Total 352 384 184
2014-15 a.y. totals
Chinese 670 Japanese 798 Korean 359
vs. 2013-14 plus 16 plus 66 plus 6
Summer 2015
Chinese Japanese Korean
C1101.02 3 J1101.02 16 K1101.51 7
C1102.02 3 J1102.02 13 K1102.51 3
C2141.02 6 J1103.02 19 K1103.51 4
C4142.01 6 J2101.02 18 K2102.51 2
J5101.02 15 K4101.5p1 0
J5102.02 15 K4102.51 0
Total 18 96 16
Spring 2015
Chinese Japanese Korean
C1101.51 24 J1101.51 54 K1101.51 51
C1102.51 25 J1102.51 24 K1102.51 10
C1103.51 15 J1103.51 15 K1103.51 12
C1102.01 64 J1102.01 101 K1102.01 32
C2102 27 J2102.01 37 K2102.01 17
C2151.51 14 J4102 25 K2102.51 9
C4102 7 J4142 8 K4101.51 6
C4142.01 25 J4152 8 K4102.01 9
C4152.01 16 J5102.01 9 K4102.51 3
C4152.51 15 J5104.51 10 K5102 6
C4301 20 J5112 4 K5315 28









Total 302 310 183
Clearly, interest in learning Japanese continues to be strong in relation to Chinese and Kore-
an. As an appendix, I include the numbers of students of Japanese for the state as a whole (see 
Appendix 2).
Graduate Programs
OSU’s Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures is one of the largest departments 
of East Asian languages in the U.S. and has 19 tenured or tenure-track faculty members. Of 
those, 3 tenured faculty members, including Mari Noda specialize in Japanese language peda-
gogy (and are deeply involved with language instruction and curriculum/material develop-
ment). Two other linguistic faculty members also support the Japanese language pedagogy 
program. And a third, James Unger, recently retired, also made substantial contributions. 
OSU could thus boast of having the strongest program in the Japanese language pedagogy in 
the country. As a result, OSU’s PhD program in Japanese language pedagogy attracted a great 
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many Japanese nationals who wished to teach Japanese professionally to foreigners, and not 
be treated as mere language instructors.
However in recent years, the number of applications from Japan has decreased marked-
ly. One reason is that Japanese universities began developing their own Japanese language 
pedagogy programs. Another is the rise of the cost of graduate education in the U.S. Still, at 
one point we had well over 30 graduate students enrolled in the Japanese program. Now, 
99% of the graduate students are from OSU.
I am not optimistic about graduate education at large state institutions. There are ex-
ceptions, such as Berkeley or the University of Michigan, but generally, the administrations, 
under new business-like models of public administration, do not like graduate education in 
the Humanities. As we all know, it takes far more work to guide and teach a few graduate 
students than it takes to teach 100 undergraduates in classes one has taught for 20 years. 
Graduate education in the Humanities is thus considered highly inefficient, and so gradually 
the times to completion of dissertation have been shortened and, as a result, graduate sti-
pends and the number of graduate teaching fellowships has been reduced. Organizations such 
as the International Research Center for Japanese Studies (Nichibunken), the Japan Founda-
tion, and the Japan-U.S. Educational Commission, and programs such as Foreign Language 
and Area Studies (FLAS) Fellowships are crucial if Japanese studies are to continue at the 
graduate level at many large state universities.
Faculty
OSU’s Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures has managed to maintain its po-
sition as the second largest Department of East Asian Languages and Literatures in the U.S. 
The death of Professor William Tyler was a huge blow to our program in Japanese literature, 
but the university agreed to replace him with a position in modern Japanese literature. After 
Professor James Unger’s recent retirement, it seems doubtful that his position will be replaced. 
In part, this is because there are very few scholars in the U.S. who have chosen to specialize in 
historical linguistics. The sheer effort of learning, under restrained funding, three languages 
and their classical forms has resulted in great difficulty in mastering this field in the U.S. It is 
a sad development. However, OSU is justifiably proud of its record of innovation in language 
instruction, and so I do not see the Japanese program faculty suffering drastic reductions.
It is a different story in other departments. The eminent historian of modern Japan, 
James Bartholomew, recently retired, and despite our fervent pleadings, the History Depart-
ment shows no inclination to search for a replacement in modern Japanese history. For years, 
we have tried to persuade the Political Science Department to hire a replacement for Bradley 
Richardson. The reluctance of some disciplines to hire Japanese Studies and Area Studies spe-
cialists is due to two factors. First, there is the well-known antipathy towards Area Studies, 
held by many people in the social sciences. Second, I think there is the belief by many that 
China is ascendant and Japan is in decline. As Director of the Institute for Japanese Studies 
for the past ten years, I have repeatedly stressed the importance of Japan to Ohio’s economy 
and the continued interest in Japan at OSU in presentations and letters to chairs of the social 
sciences departments, but nothing seems to overcome these misconceptions.
The Humanities departments, on the other hand, have been far more positive in their 
hiring of new faculty in Japanese Studies. Comparative Studies has replaced the retired Tom 
Kasulis with a promising young scholar who teaches Japanese religions and does research into 
the relationship between Buddhism and modernity. History of Art, on its own initiative, cre-
ated a new position and filled it with a talented assistant professor who specializes in modern 
and contemporary Japanese art. In addition, OSU supported the Billy Ireland Cartoon Li-
brary & Museum, which is the most comprehensive academic research facility for cartoon art 
and holds one of the largest Japanese graphic art (manga) collections in the US. It reopened 
in a newly-renovated state-of-the-art space in Fall 2013, and the manga collection attracts 
scholars from around the world. 
General Intellectual Trends
I have been extraordinarily impressed by young scholars and their scholarship. I think it is a 
sort of golden age of Japanese Studies in the United States and Europe. Critical theory was of 
vital importance in freeing young researchers from the constraints of essentialism, but the fo-
cus on theory seemed to have left little room for specific empirical research. Critically in-
formed contemporary scholarship is exploring aspects of history, culture, language, and liter-
ature that form a picture of Japan in far greater diversity than before. For example, Kerim 
Yasar, our recent hire in modern Japanese, has a strong background in literature and film, and 
his present research concerns the radio and the literature and drama written for it. Recent 
scholarship is so varied that it is difficult to characterize it under a single heading, such as 
modernization theory or revisionism, or feminism, and so on, and it draws substantially on 
recent brilliant Japanese scholarship that, in my view, is also more diverse than formerly. I 
think one characteristic common to much of recent scholarship is a new emphasis on the vi-
sual and auditory and their social significance. In my field, just about every job posting asks 
for the ability to teach Japanese visual culture of one sort or another.
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Future Trends
Harvey J. Graff, Ohio Eminent Scholar in Literacy Studies and professor of English and his-
tory at OSU, in a December 18, 2015 article in the online journal Inside Higher Ed (https://
www.insidehighered.com/views/2015/12/18/how-misguided-university-policies-are-harm-
ing-humanities-arts-and-sciences) writes as follows,
The fact is that the university has chosen to admit and enroll increasingly more students 
in professional and pre-professional areas, especially engineering and business. Among 
the consequences has been the decline of about 40 percent over the past four years in 
both numbers of majors and course enrollments in the humanities. But the university 
did not take this path through any public discussion, explicit decision making or con-
sideration of the major effects.
Of all the departments in the Arts and Sciences College at OSU, the Department of 
East Asian Languages and Literatures has suffered the least reduction in majors. Still, at pres-
ent, the outlook is not bright for the humanities as a whole. There is an anecdote that John 
Hall, Yale’s eminent Japanese historian, stated in the mid-1980s that the History Department 
should stop admitting graduate students in Japanese history because there would be no jobs 
for them. If he actually stated this, he was very wrong. There will continue to be positions for 
students of Japanese Studies, but it is probably wise to advice undergraduates and graduate 
students to be flexible and attempt to master more than one discipline. I have noticed a num-
ber of graduate students combining specialties in Chinese and Japanese language pedagogy, 
or developing the ability to teach both modern Korean and Japanese literatures, or writing a 
dissertation on classical Japanese literature but also publishing on manga or East Asian film. 
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2  Patricia G. Steinhoff, ed., Directory of Japan Specialists and Japanese Studies Institutions In 
the United States (Tokyo: Japan Foundation, 2013), 23.
3  Japan Foundation Japanese Studies Survey 2015: A Survey of Japanese Studies at the 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































年代 1950 〜 1960 〜 1970 〜 1980 〜 1990 〜 2000 〜
大学 0 2 13 24 23 5
大学付設研究所 1 0 2 0 5 2
一般研究所 0 1 3 3 0 2































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
博論 － － １ － ２ ４ 3 － － － －










































































































































































　　　　　　　  表1　官僚の出身学校の変化 （単位：％）
1916年 1927年 1936年
東京帝国大学卒業 47 47 42
京都帝国大学卒業 6 24 26
他の大学 6 6 5
高校卒業、現業 41 24 26
　　　　　　　  表2　官僚の出身の変化 （単位：％）
1916年 1927年 1936年
朝鮮鉄道局 29 12 35
日本鉄道省 35 59 12
満鉄 0 24 53























時　期 鉄道管理主体 鉄道局長 特　徴
1905年~1909年 統監府鉄道管理局 古市公威 学者，官僚，京釜鉄道会社社長，
土木工学博士（フランス留学）






1910年~1917年8月 総督府鉄道局 大屋権平 1917年7月日本帰国
1917年9月~1923年5月 満鉄京城管理局 久保要蔵 日本中央大学卒業
高等文官試験（官僚）
1923年6月~1925年4月 満鉄京城管理局 安藤又三郞


















台 湾 は 1.54 マ イ ル、 欧 洲
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4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
、現在の支那の人間の
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
、微弱ながら
4 4 4 4 4
、
光明へとの内面的の努力をも認めて日本に紹介してくれた事を感謝します




















4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ナイコトヲ悲ンデ寂寞ヲ破ルツモリデ書イタモノデス









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































経済 10.7％（10326） 13.6％（20981） 16.1％（75887）
政治 1.7％（1661） 2.2％（3414） 4.1％（19170
軍事 5.7％（5526） 1.1％（1752） 1.6％（7382）
文化 3％（2849） 4.4％（6785） 9.2％（43277）




























































Vắng lặng u trầm 
thấm sâu vào đá






















Ao xưa bóng rũ trưa hè, 
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Cơn mưa phùn ướt


























































































































































































































































































































































年 7月（人） 12月（人） 合計（人） 前年比増加率（％）
2012 824 1094 1918 ──
2013 1058 1269 2327 21
2014 1246 1347 2593 11














初等教育 中等教育 高等教育 学校教育以外 合計
204 575
2,796 3,759 4,318 9,242 20,115







































































外国語大学（English and Foreign Language University: EFLU）だけである。大学






















































































































博士課程（MPhil: 2年, PhD: 3年） 主なコース：比較言語学、日本文学、日本の社会や文化などに関するコースと前期博士論文と博士論文。
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表5　ネルー大学国際関係学院日本地域研究学科の履修内容


























































































George, P. A. “Status of Japanese Language Teaching in India: Current and Future 
Trends.” In India Japan: Blossoming of a New Understanding, edited by Rajaram 
Panda and Yoo Fukazawa, pp. 96‒132. New Delhi: Japan Foundation New Delhi 
and Lancer’s Books, 2004.
Sushila Narsimhan. “Japanese Studies in India: Major Trends and Challenges.” In Jap-
anese Studies: Changing Global Profile, edited by P. A. George, pp.183‒215. New 
















































後のシモンと妻、3人の子供たちの殉教」（Quique Japoniae Martyres sub Canziuza 
tyramno Ludvicus）、1622年の「聖イグナチオとザビエル」（Comedia de SS: Patri-









3  コルネリウス・ハザート（Cornelius Hazart, 1617‒1690）はオランダ出身のイエズス会神父。
『教会史　全世界に広まるカトリック教会の歴史（Kirchen-Geschichte, das ist catholisches 
Christenthum durch die ganze Welt ausgebreitet）』（Wiener Universitätsdruckerei Leopold 
Voigt, 1678）の第1巻第3部「日本教会史（Japonischer Kirchen-Geschichten）」（pp. 1‒290）。
オーストリア国立図書館に3冊の写本が存在する。
4  作品は、特別版・皇帝版（Kaiserbände der DTÖ）に皇帝の父ファエルデイナンドIII世の
作品と共に収められている。 ウィーンでは現在も日曜日のミサに彼のミサ曲がたまに演奏さ
れている












































Cuius pretium de ultimis finibus（全世界の国境を越えて）
sive
GRATIA REGINI TANGO REGINA（グラーチア、丹後の王国の女王）





の王妃の改宗とキリスト教的美徳」（Bekehrung und Christliche Tugenden der 
Königin von Tango）に基づいて、ウィーンのイエズス会士で、シレジア出身のア
ドルフ（Johann Baptest Adorf, 1657‒1708）が書いたものである。彼は 1696 〜
1707年にイエズス会ギムナジウムを統率した教授で、後期バロック・ドラマの
代表的作者で、この手稿本の作品の大半を書いている。作曲家はオルガニストで
音楽教師のシュタウト（Johann Bernhard Staudt, 1654‒1712）である。シュタウト
はギムナジウムの生徒の時、日本の殉教劇に出演していた8。この二人が共作した
イエズス会ドラマは40作以上残っている。
7  オーストリア国立図書館所蔵手稿本（ÖNB. Cod. 9809‒9813）、Johannes Baptista Adolph, 
Drama varia a gymnasio domus professe S.J. (a.1687‒1704)は、Waltraute Kramerの博士論




8  1665年のレオポルドI世とスペイン王女マルガレータとの結婚式に演じられた高山右近の劇 





Gratia Königin deß Reichs Tango（丹後の国の女王・細川グラーチア）
Dessen Werth von den eussersten Weld Enden（その美徳は全ての境を超えて）
























































































































12 Leben und Tugenden Eleonorae Margaretae Theresiae, Römischen Kayserin. 1721 Wien 
bei Schwendimann, p. 93. See Margrit  Dietrich, “Gratia Hosokawa, Ein japanisches Vorbild 
für die Habsburger Dynastie„ in Theologie zwischen Zeiten und Kontinenten: für Elizabess 



























15 Mulier fortis : Drama des Wiener Jesuitenkollegium / Johann Bernhardt Staudt; 
veröffentlicht von Walter Pass und Fumiko Niiyama-Kalicki; unter Mitwirkung von 
Margret Dietrich, Thomas Immoos und Johann Ramminger, Graz: Akademische Druck-u. 
Verlagsanstalt, 2000. 「オーストリア音楽集大成 Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Österreich」
（DTÖ）はG. Adlerの編纂で1894年から始まり、現在まで160巻を刊行してきた。Mulier 
fortisの刊行については、米田かおり「細川ガラシャとイエズス会の音楽劇Walter Pass/

















Princeps Filius 1. 細川忠隆
Princeps Filius 2. 細川忠利（または興秋）
Filia 1.（Filia maior natu.） 細川お長
Filia 2.（Filia minor natu.） 細川多羅




Ephebulus 1.（Blandus, ej usdem Ephebus） 玉の腰元・清原マリア
Ephebulus 2.（Regina Charus Adolescens Nobilis） 腰元2
Ephebulus 3, 4. 腰元3, 4
Christianus キリスト者（高山右近）
Filius Christiani 右近の息子















Clarini I, II バロック高音トランペットI, II.
Violini I, II. ヴァイオリンI, II.
Viola ヴィオラ
Viola da gamba ヴィオラ・ダ・ガンバ
Teorba e chitara barocco テオルバとバロックギタラ
Cembalo チェンバロ
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26  The Prints of the Thirty-Six Immortal Poets 
in the Art Institute of Chicago
Michelle KUHN
For years, collections of Japanese art and books on the East coast of America have drawn con-
siderable attention. The Burke Collection, the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, the New York 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Spencer Collection in the New York Public Library, and 
the Sackler and Freer Gallery in the National Museums of Asian Art at the Smithsonian In-
stitution in Washington D.C. all contain exceptional works of Japanese art and print books. 
However, the tale of Japanese art and book collecting in America is incomplete if we do not 
consider the collections of other regions. 
Through generous funding from the JSPS Grants-in-Aid Research Start-up Grant, I was 
able to visit the Art Institute of Chicago, the San Francisco Asian Art Museum, and the Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art; all famous within America for their collections of Japanese 
art, but perhaps less well known in Japan.
This paper will introduce two print books of the Thirty-Six Immortal Poets 三十六歌
仙 in the Art Institute of Chicago collection, a black and white Saga-bon print from the early 
17th century and a color Shunshō print from the late 18th century.
The Thirty-Six Immortal Poets are a grouping of thirty-six famous poets designated by 
the late Heian period (794–1185) politician and poet, Fujiwara no Kintō (966–1041). The 
Thirty-Six Immortal Poets include Kakinomoto no Hitomaro from the Man’yōshū, Ariwara 
no Narihira, famous for The Tales of Ise, Ono no Komachi, the famous poetess, and Ki no 
Tsurayuki, the compiler of the first Imperial collection of Japanese waka poems Kokin 
wakashū. The thirty-six poets are divided into two teams of eighteen poets, the left and the 
right. Poets from Hitomaro to Taira no Kanemori were on the left team and poets from 
Tsurayuki to Nakatsukasa were on the right team. 
This kind of grouping was so popular that several variants were created, including the 
Thirty-Six Female Immortal Poets, a group of all female poets, as well as a “Later” Thirty-Six 
Immortal Poets that brought together poets of the centuries after Kintō had passed away. Pic-
torial depictions of these groups of poets became popular in the Edo period (1600–1868) 
taking many forms, including paintings pasted to albums or standing screens and print 
books. In the two books this paper will introduce, each of the thirty-six poets is illustrated 
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with a single poem of theirs next to or above them. 
1. Saga-bon: The First Illustrated Print Books
The first text I will discuss is a Saga-bon version of the Kintō Thirty-Six Immortal Poets. 
More than simply beautiful print books, the Saga-bon are the earliest printed non-Buddhist 
illustrations of Japanese literature.1 Although many extant copies of these Saga-bon print 
books are held in American institutions, English language research on the Saga-bon print tra-
dition is still limited. In discussing the Saga-bon print books in the Spencer Collection of the 
New York Public Library, Uhnsook Park describes the Saga-bon thus;
Sagabon is the best known and most influential genre of movable type books in the ear-
ly Edo period. The name Saga 嵯峨 , is applied to a collection of at least thirteen titles 
of Japanese classical literature in various editions, printed by Hon’ami Kōetsu 本阿弥光
悦 and Suminokura Sōan [sic] 角倉素庵 at Saga, near Kyoto, a village where Sōan lived 
and worked.
These works were produced in the years 1608 to about 1624. They were noted for lav-
ish attention given to the quality of their paper, binding, calligraphy, and overall ap-
pearance. Consequently, the Sagabon are works of great beauty.2
The Saga-bon print collection created by Kōetsu includes editions of the Ogura Hyakunin Is-
shu (One-hundred Poets, One Poem Each), the Kokin Wakashū, The Tale of Genji, and The 
Tales of Ise, as well as the Thirty-Six Immortal Poets, among other works. Kōetsu designed the 
first printings himself, but they were so popular that dozens of copies and forgeries were cre-
ated. As Uhnsook notes, the name of these printed books, Saga-bon, comes from the fact that 
the workshop of Suminokura Soan was located in a suburb of Kyoto named Saga.
The Saga-bon genre was first defined in Japanese scholarship in Wada Tsunashirō’s 
book, titled Sagabon-kō (Research on the Saga-bon), published in 1916. Wada identified two 
copies, a “large copy” and a “medium copy” of the Saga-bon Thirty-Six Immortal Poets, but 
did not give the current locations of these extant books. 
Wada specifies the size of these copies as below. 
Large copy: 
Page = L33.94×W24.54
1  David Chibbet, The History of Japanese Printing and Book Illustration (Tokyo: Kodansha. 1977), 114.
2  Uhnsook Park, “Illustrated Books of the Late Edo Japan: The Mitchell Collection in the New York Public 
Library's Spencer Collection,” Journal of East Asian Libraries 1989 (87): 12–24.
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Image boundary line= L29.09 ×W21.82. 
Medium copy: 
Page = L28.48×W21.51
Image boundary line = L26.06×W18.48.3
In both Saga-bon zu kō (Research on the Saga-bon Images) and Kokatsujiban no kenkyū (Re-
search on Old Moveable Type Books), Kawase Kazuma classifies the copies of the Saga-bon 
Thirty-Six Immortal Poets into two types and three sub classes.4
Type 1 
A)  Books that have multi-color gubiki5: Tenri University Library Scroll (previously 
held by Yasuda Bunko)
B)  Books that have single-color gubiki: Ochanomizu Seikidō Bunko (which has 
been colored with pigment and gold paint)
C) Books that have plain paper with no gubiki: Tōyō Bunko
Type 2 
A) Reproductions: (a) Yasuda Bunko (status unknown) 
 (b) Tōyō Bunko
The books in Type 1 are all from the same wooden print blocks, so the size of their pages is 
roughly the same. The books in type 2A are newly created imitations of the original print 
blocks of the type 1A, B, C books, so they are larger or smaller than the books in type 1. At 
the time of Kawase’s research, the only texts he was aware of were those in Japanese institu-
tions. Many extant copies of the books in overseas collections had not yet been identified. 
His list has been added to and edited by later scholars based on new findings. 
In Kasen’e of the Edo Period (1600–186), Suzuki Jun compiled an exhaustive list of the 
extant Saga-bon versions of the Thirty-Six Immortal Poets, which has significantly modified 
Kawase’s original classification. The “large copy” described by Wada appears to be that of Su-
zuki’s “first printing”, and the “medium copy” might be those Suzuki designated as “repro-
3  Wada Tsunashirō, Saga-bon kō: Edo monogatari, Nishikie no kaiin kōshō, hoka (Tokyo: Kuresu shuppan, 
1995).
4  Kawase Kazuma, Saga-bon zu kō, 1932; Kawase Kazuma, Kokatsujiban no kenkyū, revised edition (Tokyo: 
Nihon koshosekishō kyōkai, 1967).
5  Gubiki is a paste as a base color beneath the printed ink.
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ductions type 2”.6 Sizes were not included in Suzuki’s article.
First Printing:
1) Sackler & Freer Gallery (H32.9 × W24.9)
2) Tōyō Bunko (copy 1) (H32.6 × W24.4)
Second Printing:
3) New York Public Library (H33.3 × W24.7)
4)  Ochanomizu Seikidō Bunko (H33.03 × W25.0, border dimensions: H29.69 
× W22.57)
5)  Tenri University Library (H33.5 × W50.2, border dimensions: H29.5 × 
W22.5) (previously held by Yasuda Bunko)
6) Harvard University Museum (H34.5 × W24.1)
7) Sackler & Freer Gallery, Pulverer Collection (H31.5 × W23.9)
Reproductions Type 1:
8) Boston Museum of Fine Arts (H30.7 × W23.8)
9) Tokyo Metropolitan Library
10)  Tōyō Bunko (copy 2)
11)  Tokyo University of the Arts Library (missing some pages)
Reproductions Type 2:
12)  National Diet Library (border dimensions: H29.1 × W22.8)
13)  Waseda University Library 
14)  Tōyō Bunko (copy 3)
2. Art Institute of Chicago’s Saga-bon
To Suzuki Jun’s list, I would add the Art Institute of Chicago’s Saga-bon book. The Chicago 
Saga-bon has a dark blue cover with a hand painted label “三十六歌仙書画” (Sanjūrokkasen 
shoga, Paintings and Writings of the Thirty-Six Immortal Poets). The prints themselves are 
on fragile, thin paper that has been pasted to thick white paper. The Chicago text is H35.5 × 
W25, border dimensions: H29 × W22.6, and is very close to the dimensions of the New York 
Public Library and the Harvard University Museum books.  The Chicago Saga-bon has no 
preface and begins on the first page with the poet Kakinomoto no Hitomaro, continues 
6  Suzuki Jun, “Kōetsu Sanjūrokkasen kō,” in Kasen’e of the Edo Period (1600–186): The Transformation and 
Originality of the Courtly Beauty in Ehon (illustrated books), ed. Kokubungaku Kenkyū Shiryōkan, 104–123. 
(Tachikawa: Ningen Bunka Kenkyū Kikō Kokubungaku Kenkyū Shiryōkan, 2009), p. 113.
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through the first eighteen poets for the left team followed by all eighteen poets from the right 
and concludes with the poetess Nakatsukasa. The original Kintō order of the poets alternated 
poets from the left and right teams, and some reproductions (like the National Diet Library 
book) of the Saga-bon were rearranged to follow the Kintō order. 
The cover of the Chicago book is not likely the original and the binding has been re-
placed. The title slip “Sanjūrokkasen Shoga” is almost certainly an addition from 1851 when 
a post script slip was attached to the inside of the back cover. The slip, originally in Japanese, 
reads; 
Text by Honami Kōetsu, Posthumously known as Kōan. Images by Kanō Motonobu, 
known as Kohōgen. Offered in Spring, Kaei 4 (1851), year of the metal boar. 70-year-
old Fujita Nagatoshi. 
As Kōetsu lived 1558–1637 and Motonobu lived 1476–1559 it is unlikely that Motonobu 
was the artist for this particular book; moreover it contradicts the accepted belief that Tosa 
Mitsushige (1496–?) was the artist for the Saga-bon Thirty-Six Immortal Poets.
According to the internal records of the Art Institute of Chicago, below, the book in 
question is a slightly damaged copy of the text in the Freer Gallery.
Professor Koreshirō [sic] Wada in his book Sagabon-Kō, mentions two publications of 
this work on Sanjūrok-kasen. One corresponds to this book in our collection, and the 
other, according to his description is a book of smaller size with the plates reduced and 
altered in parts. We learn from Professor Wada that the illustrations have been consid-
ered to be by Tosa Mitsushige, the son of Mitsunobu. The Freer Gallery has in its li-
brary a perfect copy of this book, probably in its original condition; it measures 33×25 
cm. The size of the blocks is the same as in our copy. Slightly tinted papers of yellowish 
and brownish shades are used interleaved with white papers. The sheets are not num-
bered, and there is no other inscription, excepting the names of the poets and their po-
ems. The writings are judged to be copies made after Kwōetsu’s own calligraphy. Com-
pared to illustrations of the Ise Monogatari, the illustrations of this book show much 
more elaborate work in engraving.7






Image 1:   Saga-bon Thirty-Six Immortal Poets, 
courtesy of Freer Gallery.
Image 2:  Above right, Saga-bon Thirty-Six 
Immortal Poets, courtesy of Art 
Institute of Chicago, photograph by 
Cristina Hirano.
Image 3: Saga-bon Reproduction (Above Left), 
               courtesy of Iwase Bunko.
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If the Art Institute of Chicago notes are correct, then this item should be correctly classified 
as either a first printing or a second printing. As the paper is currently in very bad condition, 
it is hard to tell if there was originally colored gubiki or white gubiki on the pages. Given the 
slight color variation, it may be possible that at one time there was colored gubiki on the pag-
es, or at the very least white gubiki that has been rubbed away on certain pages. 
Kasen’e of Edo Period, edited by Suzuki Jun, reproduces the entirety of the Saga-bon 
printed book of the Thirty-Six Immortal Poets held in the Arthur M. Sackler and Freer Gal-
lery of Art in the National Museums of Asian Art at the Smithsonian Institution in Washing-
ton D.C. This enabled me to compare each picture in the Chicago Saga-bon (image 2)  to 
the Freer book (image 1). Upon close inspection of the calligraphy and images, it is clear that 
the Chicago Saga-bon came from the same printing block as the Freer gallery book. I also 
compared the Freer and Chicago books with a reproduction (from an imitation block) 
housed in the Iwase Bunko Library of Nishio City, in Aichi prefecture (image 3). 
Though many of the men portrayed in the Saga-bon Thirty-Six Immortal Poets wear 
simple garments, several of the men sport intricate patterns and the women’s kimono all fea-
ture minute floral designs. In the poetess Nakatsukasa’s image, it is clear from the details of 
her kimono pattern that the Freer and Chicago images came from the same block. Upon 
close inspection the Iwase Bunko book proves to be a less detailed reproduction and not a re-
print using the same block. 
For example, in the design for Nakatsukasa’s kimono in the Freer and Chicago books, 
there is a linking hexagonal design with a thick exterior line, a thin interior line, and four 
dots in the center. In the Iwase reproduction, the hexagons have two lines of roughly identi-
cal thickness, the hexagonal shape is distorted in areas and instead of dots, there are lines or, 
in some cases, scrawls within. Not only the size of the blocks, but also the matching details 
down to the tiniest of lines implies that the Chicago book is from the same original block as 
the Freer book, confirming the suggestion made by the Art Institute of Chicago notes.
In terms of present condition, the very fragile pages of the Chicago book have been re-
mounted on sturdier pages. The Chicago book does have water mark discoloration, a few 
places where the block did not print fully, some ink stains, and a few places where the paper 
has been worn away, but it seems to be in better condition than several of the other books in 
Suzuki’s list. Using the online images for the Harvard book, the Harvard book seems to have 
been printed after the Chicago book as the images are fairly fuzzy due to the block having 
worn away or the block not being pressed against the paper correctly.8
8  See the Hitomaro image: http://www.harvardartmuseums.org/collections/object/ 187362?position=12
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The Art Institute of Chicago Saga-bon is an extremely rare copy of the Thirty-Six Im-
mortal Poets Saga-bon printed book and is likely one of the first copies of the second print-
ing. Further study must be undertaken to compare this copy with the first editions as well as 
the second editions in both Japanese and American collections. 
The fact that five of the 14 copies listed by Suzuki are held in American collections 
proves that collectors from all over the United States were eager to own one of the Saga-bon 
books, and moreover one of the Thirty-Six Immortal Poets. The Art Institute of Chicago Sa-
ga-bon Thirty Six Immortal Poets must be added to the list of extant copies, and its existence 
is indicative of the quality of the books in the Art Institute of Chicago’s collection.
3. The Art Institute of Chicago Shunshō Print: A Brilliant Reproduction
Second, I would like to introduce a late Edo period edition of Shunshō’s Thirty-Six Immortal 
Poets. Katsukawa Shunshō (1726–1792) was a leading ukioy-e painter in the mid Edo peri-
od, and collections from across the United States are filled with his prints. The Art Institute 
of Chicago alone holds nearly 600 of his prints. To my knowledge there are eleven copies of 
Shunshō’s Thirty-Six Immortal Poets, of which five are in American and British collections.9
Extant copies (in alphabetical order):
1)  Boston Museum of Fine Arts copy 1 (from the Spaulding collection, donated 
in 1921)
2) Boston Museum of Fine Arts copy 2
3) British Museum copy 1
4) British Museum copy 2 (from Arthur Morrison, acquired 1906)
5) Freer Gallery Pulverer Collection
6) Saigū Historical Museum
7) Sankō Library
8) Shimane University Library
9) Tenri University Library
10)  Tokyo Metropolitan Library Kaga Library
11)  Tōyō Bunko
In the Art Institute of Chicago book, an incorrect colophon was pasted to the back of the 
book, naming it as the Nishiki Sanjūrokkasen. However, the Nishiki Sanjūrokkasen was actu-
9  All texts were found using the institutions’ collection websites.
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ally a depiction of the variant Female Thirty-Six Immortal Poets, not the original Kintō selec-
tion of male and female poets. On the last page of the Chicago book, an advertisement for 
the Shunshō print edition is seen next to the bibliographic information for the Nishiki San-
jūrokkasen. The advertisement, originally in Japanese, reads; “Color print illustrated text. 
Text by Sayama-Sensei, Thirty-Six Immortal Poets. One volume. Images by Katsukawa Shun-
shō. Printed in the previous year.” 
The colophon for the Nishiki Sanjūrokkasen claims that the manuscript or print bocks 
were completed in Kansei 10, the year of the earth horse (1798) and published in Kansei 13, 
the year of the metal rooster (1801). Which would suggest that the Shunshō print was pub-
lished in 1800. According to the colophon of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts book, the 
Shunshō print book was originally produced in 1789. Given that the Boston version of the 
text was likely printed in 1789 and Shunshō died in 1792, it is possible that the Chicago text 
was a posthumous commemorative reprint edition featuring Shunshō’s artwork.
The Boston Museum of Fine Art book  (Accession number 2006.1804)  may be taken 
as a representative of the original printing. The inside of the front cover of the Boston book is 
eggshell paper with gold and (imitation) silver flake followed by a nine-page introduction in 
flowing kana script (sōsho). On the 9th page (left side) Fujiwara Kintō is depicted at his writ-
ing desk formulating the Thirty-Six Immortal Poets, this is followed by one more page of in-
troduction by the artist Shunshō. Finally on the 10th page (left side) the first poet, Hitomarō, 
is depicted in black and sepia. His poem is depicted on the reverse of his page with a light se-
pia toned watermark beneath the printed poem. The rest of the book follows this pattern 
with the poet on the left and her (or his) poem on the reverse side of that page. 
In contrast to the Saga-bon, which imitated classical costume and postures, the Shun-
shō depictions of the poets are in a more contemporary style. The fine and delicate lines indi-
cate great improvement in printing techniques since the Saga-bon texts were produced. Some 
of the men are in traditional court costume or hunting attire, but several are portrayed stand-
ing, which is unseen in the Saga-bon version. Likewise the women are portrayed in an uki-
yo-e fashion. For instance, Ono no Komachi is standing like women in the bijin prints that 
Shunshō was so famous for.
The Chicago Shunshō book takes the original printing typified in the Boston book and 
revolutionizes both its format and color scheme. The Chicago book is a folded print (like an 
accordion) rather than bound pages like the Boston book. The cover of the Chicago text is a 
multi-color depiction of a flowing stream lined with pines and plum trees. The inside of the 
front cover is a multi-color watermark and the introductory pages have been removed or were 
never included. The first page is the depiction of Fujiwara Kintō, however the reverse of his 
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Image 4:  Katsukawa Shunshō’s Thirty-Six Immortal Poets (Saigū no Nyōgo), coutesy of Art Institute of 
Chicago, photograph by Cristina Hirano.
Image 5:  Katsukawa Shunshō’s Thirty-Six Immortal Poets (Saigū no Nyōgo), coutesy of Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts.
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page is not the introduction by the artist Shunshō, but the poem by the first poet Hitomaro, 
so that the poet Hitomaro remains on the left, but Hitomaro’s poem is visible on the right 
side. In the Chicago book, when you open to a page you see both the poet’s image as well as 
his or her poem on the facing page, rather than the reverse as in the Boston book. As men-
tioned previously, the original Kintō order of the poets alternated poets from the left and 
right teams. The Boston copy of the Shunshō print follows the original Kintō alternating left 
and right pattern, but the Chicago Shunshō book, like the Chicago Saga-bon, has all the 
eighteen poets of the left team first followed by the eighteen poets from the right team
Where the Boston text has mainly plain paper underneath the poems, each poem in the 
Chicago book is printed with varying multi-color watermarks. The watermark continues 
onto the upper edge of the left side of the page above the image of the poet. Even the colors 
in which the poets are printed have been injected with more vibrancy. In the Boston book, 
Ariwara no Narihira is slightly demure in a beige hunting cloak and patterned pants, in the 
Chicago book his hunting jacket has become a brocade of green and brown while his pants 
have been printed in maroon and gold. 
The second edition in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts (Accession number 2006.1803) 
is similar to the Chicago book in that some pages have watermarks. For example, on Saigū 
Nyōgo’s page, the Boston book (image 5) has a watermark of four layers of pink clouds under 
the poem, which echoes the gradation of pink to white and pink again on the curtains. The 
curtains in the Chicago book (image 4) have been printed in purple at the top fading to 
white then to rose echoed by the watermark on the facing page, purple at top and salmon 
and rose at the bottom. Saigū Nyōgo’s clothes are nearly identical in both books, she wears an 
over garment of light pink patterned with darker pink flowers, the layered garment under-
neath features roundels of flowers done in yellow and orange. The only difference is the un-
dersides of the sleeves in the Chicago book are purple where the Boston book are white. 
The Chicago Shunshō book may be a later reprint, perhaps even later than the colo-
phon would suggest, but the blocks clearly match and the rich colors bring new energy to the 
designs.
The two printed books, the Saga-bon and the Shunshō book exemplify strikingly differ-
ent traditions of Japanese Edo period print culture, but they are linked as reproductions of 
the Thirty-Six Immortal Poets. Moreover, the very order of the poets in the Chicago books is 
an uncanny coincidence. Both books follow the variant tradition of having the left team fol-
lowed by the right, unlike the original Kintō order that alternates. In other editions of the Sa-
ga-bon as well as the Shunshō print in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and others, the 
Kintō order is followed. 
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The Saga-bon itself is an exceptionally valuable find as it is one of less than ten copies 
of the original printing using the original blocks. Though the corresponding texts in the 
Spencer Collection in the New York Public Library, and the Sackler and Freer Gallery are 
more well known, the Chicago text is no less significant. 
There are hundreds of other Edo period printed books in the Art Institute of Chicago 
collection. In fact, the exact number of books has not yet been calculated. From my limited 
study of just a few of the books in this enormous collection, it is clear that the collection con-
tains many more unexpected and exciting treasures which deserve to be included in the wider 
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　　The moment the exceedingly white skin of that foreigner made its ap-
pearance in the booth, my attention was fixed upon him. He wore a real 
Japanese yukata, which he took off and threw upon a bench in a bathhouse. 
He then crossed his arms and stood facing the sea. He had nothing on ex-
cept the short drawers which we wore, and this in itself struck me as 
strange.（Kondo, 3‒4）
　　The Westerner, with his extremely pale skin, had already attracted 
my attention when I approached the tea house. He was standing with fold-
ed arms, facing the sea: carelessly thrown down on the stool by his side 
was a Japanese summer dress which he had been wearing. He had on him 
only a pair of drawers such as we were accustomed to wear. I found this 
particularly strange.（McClellan, 3）
　　The Westerner’s marvelously white skin had struck me as soon as I 
came in. He had casually tossed his kimono robe onto the nearby bench 
and then, clad only in a pair of drawers such as we Japanese wear, stood 
gazing out toward the sea, arms folded.













あつた。」（5頁）に stalls on the beach provided drinks and changing roomsと
いう英語表現で対応させている。ちなみに、ここを近藤はbathing-booths on the 







































　　It was one chilly rainy day in November. I, with my wet overcoat, 
passed through the shrine of Konnyakuemma as usual, and walked along 
the narrow slope toward home.（Kondo. 223）　
　　On a cold, rainy day in November, I walked home as usual through 
the grounds of the temple of Konnyaku-Emma and up the narrow lane 
that led to the house.（McClellan. 196） 
　　It was a cold, rainy day in November. Sodden in my overcoat, I made 
my way as usual past the fierce Enma image that stands in Gengaku Tem-











































　　Soon the old year had gone and the new one come. One day the oku-
san said to K that he should bring some of his friends as she was going to 
play poem-cards.（Kondo, 228）
　　The old year came to an end. One day, during the New Year season, 
Okusan said that we all ought to play a game of cards, and asked K if he 
would like to invite a friend to join us.（McClellan, 201）
　　The year ended, and spring came. One day Okusan suggested to K 
that he invite some friends over so we could play the New Year game of 
poem cards.（McKinney, 190）









there were no guests, the gathering was small, and we had a very quiet game















I asked him whether he knew the poems of this game at all.（Kondo, 228）
I said to him, “Don’t you know the Hyakunin Isshu poems?”（McClellan, 
202）
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⃝Cheng-shu Yang, “Police Interpretation Examinations in Taiwan during the 
Period of Japanese Rule,” translated by Alan Chiu. Asian Education and De-
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29  Internationalization of the Japanese Language 
in Interwar Period Japan (1920–1940) 
by Foreign Missionaries and Writers1
Nanyan GUO
Introduction
The years following the end of the First World War saw an explosion in the number of for-
eign residents living in Japan. The numbers speak for themselves: in 1920, the foreign resi-
dent population sat at 78,061. This rose to 477,980 in 1930, and had reached 1,304,286 by 
1940.2 In other words, in the span of just two decades, the number of foreign residents in Ja-
pan increased sixteen-fold. During World War II, the foreign population decreased, and by 
1950, five years after the end of the war, the population had dipped to 528,048, close to the 
level of 1930. The so-called “foreigners” included Chinese, Thais, English, French, and Ger-
mans, among others, as well as the “colonized people” of Korea, Taiwan, Sakhalin and Micro-
nesia.3
It is easy to imagine that to these foreign residents, the Japanese language was a com-
mon language that provided a bridge between them and the Japanese people or other foreign-
ers. The large number of people who use the Japanese as their second or third language have 
in fact “internationalized” the Japanese language because the language is no longer used only 
by its native speakers, but also by people who come from different linguistic and cultural 
backgrounds. 
In the Japanese colonized territories like Taiwan and Korea, the colonized people were 
forced to use the Japanese language. Therefore the so-called “internationalization” is also col-
ored by Japanese imperialism. Here, I shall only take into account the foreign people who 
willingly learned the Japanese language and managed to use it to create literary art. 
The reason that I chose the “interwar period” as the time frame for my discussion of the 
foreign users of the Japanese language is because first and foremost it was a relatively peaceful 
time in Japan itself, and the number of foreign residents had peaked before the Pacific War 
commenced. Second, the volume of published works written in Japanese by foreign hands 
1  Part of this paper was delivered at the “Modern Japanese History Workshop 2014,” at the University of 
Pennsylvania, 18 October, 2014.
2  「戦前の民籍または国籍別の在留外地人数と外国人数」総務省統計局監修『国勢調査集大成
果人口統計総覧』東洋経済新報社、1985, p. 47.
3  Also see 磯田則彦「日本における外国人人口の分布とその変化」『福岡大学人文学論叢』Vol. 
37, No. 3, 2005, pp. 845–860.
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was at its largest before the end of World War II. It is one of the peaks of the waves of inter-
nationalized Japanese language. 
In 1940, the percentage of foreign residents (1,304,286) in relation to the Japanese 
population (71,933,000) was 1.81%; in 2015 the percentage of registered foreign residents 
(2,232,189) in the overall population (127,110,047) was 1.82%,4 which shows surprisingly 
little increase over the last seven decades. 
Among the large foreign population in interwar Japan, some communicated through 
not only spoken Japanese, but also the written language, and it is this subgroup that I will fo-
cus on here, while first looking at how the early missionaries set the stage. 
Alessandro Valignano (1539–1606), one of the early European missionaries to arrive in 
Japan in the 16th century, observed that the Japanese language had a richer vocabulary and 
could express thoughts better than the Latin language. But he also believed that Japanese was 
hard to master because of the immense gap between speaking and writing. He wrote that no 
matter how hard “we foreigners” try, we would always be at a child’s level.5 However, contrary 
to Valignano’s assessment of the difficulty of mastering the Japanese language, a number of 
extant documents show that the missionaries’ understanding of Japanese rivaled that of native 
speakers in some cases.6
In the 1860s, following the establishment of Western treaty ports, foreign missionaries 
and educators came to live and teach in Japan, and many of them mastered the Japanese lan-
guage. In order to better get their message across to the Japanese people, the missionaries 
printed their evangelical works in Japanese. 
However, it was from the 1920s onwards that books written by foreigners gained prom-
inence and came to be read by the Japanese masses. This paper will discuss several works 
written by foreign residents to see what kind of message they wanted to convey and how they 
were received by the Japanese society. My goal is to reveal the nature of the Japanese language 
in communication between Japan and the rest of the world in interwar Japan. 
4  According to 法務省「平成27年末現在における在留外国人人数について（確定値）」and 総務
省統計局「人口推計」．
5  Alessandro Valignano, Sumario de las cosas del Japón (1583) Adiciones del Sumario de Japón (1592) 
Editados por José Luis Alvarez-Taladriz, Tokyo: Sophia University, 1954; 松田毅一他訳『日本巡察記』
平凡社、1973, pp. 26, 85. Also see村田昌巳「アレッサンドロ・ヴァリニャーノとヴィンチェン
ツオ・チマッティ（III）ヴァリニャーノと日本語」『サレジオ工業高等学校研究紀要』No. 40, 
2013, pp. 17–24. エンゲルベルト・ヨリッセン「16・17世紀におけるヨーロッパ人と日本語」『ビ
ブリア』No. 102, 1994, pp. 157–180.
6  杉本つとむ『杉本つとむ著作選集──西洋人の日本語研究』八坂書房 , 1998, pp. 61–62.
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1. Missionary Texts
Christians had long been persecuted in Japan and the ban on Christianity lasted even after 
the Meiji Restoration. Baptist missionary Jonathan Goble (1827–1896) arrived in Japan in 
1860, where he stayed at Jōbutsuji Temple in Yokohama and studied the Japanese language. 
In 1867, he moved to the Tosa domain and started to translate the Bible into Japanese while 
teaching English. In 1871, he published the Gospel of Matthew, but it was confiscated by the 
government.7 
After the Meiji government lifted its ban on Christianity in 1873, missionary work and 
the publication of Christian texts was once again allowed. Catholic missionary Marc-Maria 
de Rotz (1840–1914), who arrived in Nagasaki in 1868, was active in printing books in 
kana, a simplified form that came to be called “De Rotz print.” De Rotz believed that it was 
better to abandon using kanji in order to make the ideas of Christianity available to everyone, 
from farmers to fishermen, and to help Japan’s cultural enlightenment and development. He 
mostly used kana in his own writings.8 
Of all the missionary texts written in Japanese, those by four members of the Roman 
Catholic missionary organization Societe des Missions Étrangères de Paris (Society of Foreign 
Missions of Paris) seem to be most prominent. The high Japanese language proficiency of 
Aimé Villion (1843–1932), François-Alfred-Désiré Ligneul (1847–1922), Lucien Drouart de 
Lezey (1849–1930), and Emile Raguet (1854–1929) was attested to by many people who at-
tended their Masses or language classes. However, most of their books were “narrated” by 
themselves and “written,” “recorded,” “translated,” or “edited” by their Japanese assistants. 
“Penning” by themselves seems to have been a rather uncommon practice. Despite this fact, 
these books would not have been written without their initiation.9 
Aimé Villion’s influential book Yamato hijiri chishio no kakioki (Notes on the bloodied 
Japanese saints, 1887), mainly based on Histoire de la religion chrétienne au Japon (1870) by 
Léon Pagès (1814–1886), dealt with the martyrdom of Japanese Christians from the 16th 
7  小林功芳「横浜のバプテスト宣教師」『英学史研究』Vol. 1988 (1987), No. 20, pp. 159–170.
8  「カトリック出版物」上智学院編『New Catholic Encyclopedia 新カトリック大事典』研究社 , 
1996, p. 1137. 
9  山梨淳「パリ外国宣教会の出版物と近代日本の文学者」『キリスト教文亜研究所トマス・ア
クィナス研究所紀要』Vol. 25, No. 1, 2010, p. 82.
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century to the 18th century. Seven editions of Villion’s book were published up until 1931.10 
It was praised by intellectuals, including Yamaji Aizan (1864–1917), Tokutomi Sohō (1863–
1957), Akutagawa Ryūnosuke (1892–1927), Ōkawa Shūmei (1886–1957), Kinoshita Moku-
tarō (1885–1945), and Yoshino Sakuzō (1878–1933), among others. Uchida Roan (1868–
1929)’s introduction to the book was responsible for making it widely known to the general 
public.11 
According to Matsuzaki Minoru’s Kirishitan chishio no kakioki (Notes on the bloodied 
Christians, 1925), Villion’s book was edited by Kako Giichi, who recorded Villion’s homilies 
given in Kyoto from 1884 onwards.12 Matsuzaki wrote that the first edition of Villion’s book 
was written in “awkward oral Japanese” employing “childish vocabulary and rhetoric.”13 But 
by the book’s sixth revision in 1926 it had been “completely changed.”14 The written style 
was praised by linguist Shinmura Izuru (1876–1967) as “common and plain” (通俗平明 ), 
and easy to understand.15 It seems that the first edition adhered closely to Villion’s narrative 
style, but later editions were more refined by Kako’s “writing” and “editing.”16 Later, Villion 
and Kako collaborated on more books, including Baramonkyō ron: Bukkyō kigen (On Brah-
manism: the origins of Buddhism, 1889),17 Yamaguchi kōkyōshi (A history of the Catholic 
church in Yamaguchi, 1897),18 and Nagato kōkyōshi (A history of the Catholic church in Na-
gato, 1918).19 
There have been a number of books and articles on Villion’s life in Japan, and many 
have mentioned his fluency in spoken Japanese.20 However, little is mentioned about how he 
“authored” his books. The preface of Baramonkyō ron: Bukkyō kigen mentions the efforts he 
10 ヴィリヨン閲、加古義一編『日本聖人鮮血遺書』京都：村上勘兵衛 , 1887；京都：加古義一，
1888；訂正増補第6版、聖若瑟教育院、1911；日本カトリック刊行会 , 1926（There is a photo 
image of the Introduction hand-written by Villion in French, along with its Japanese translation, the book 
title and the writer’s name）；7th version, 西宮：日本殉教者宣伝会 , 1931.
11 山梨淳「パリ外国宣教会の出版物と近代日本の文学者」pp. 92–98.
12 松崎実「自序」『考注切支丹鮮血遺書』改造社 , 1926, p. 10.
13 Ibid. pp. 6, 11「外人が不自由な日本語で」，「用語や修辞の稚拙」
14 Ibid, pp. 7, 12「六版に至つて殆んど面目が一新されたと云へる程増補改訂されてゐる」，「用
語や修辞が異なり」
15 新村出「改版序文」松崎実『考注切支丹鮮血遺書』改造社 , 1926, p. 3.
16 山梨淳「パリ外国宣教会の出版物と近代日本の文学者」p.93.
17 ヴィリヨン閲 , 加古義一編『婆羅門教論 : 仏教起原』京都：清水久次郎 , 1889.
18 ヴィリヨン閲 , 加古義一著『山口公教史』京都：加古義一 , 1897.
19 ヴィリヨン閲 , 加古義一編『長門公教史』京都：加古義一 , 1918.
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made in studying Buddhism for three intensive years at various temples in Kyoto from 
1880.21 There he gained an advanced knowledge of Japanese, and his literacy in kanbun (Chi-
nese writing) was essential to his understanding of Buddhism and in his communication with 
other monks. 
Villion’s Japanese writing skills can be seen in Kirishitan daimyōshi (1929), his Japanese 
translation of The Christian Daimyos (1903), written in English first by Michael Steichen 
(1857–1929).22 The revised version in French (1904) was translated by Yoshida Kogorō and 
was published in 1930.23 The preface of Villion’s translation starts with the sentence, “This is 
an unskillful translation of the late Fr. Steichen’s book.”24 The expression 拙き筆を以て翻訳 
(lit. “translated by an unskillful pen”) indicates that the translation was probably written by 
Villion himself.
Let us compare Villion’s translation of the first sentences of the original English version 











21 ヴィリヨン「婆羅門教序」ヴィリヨン閲 , 加古義一編『婆羅門教論──仏教起原』京都：清
水久次郎，1889, pp. 1–19. 「附録ビリオン師の回顧感想談」長富雅二編『ザベリヨと山口』山
口フランシスコ会 , 1923, pp. 115–126.
22 スタイシェン著 , ビリヨン訳『切支丹大名史』三才社 , 1929.
23 シュタイシェン著 , 吉田小五郎訳『切支丹大名史』大岡山書店 , 1930.
24 「序言」スタイシェン著 , ビリヨン訳『切支丹大名史』：「茲に拙き筆を以て翻訳出版したる
は悼むべき故スタイシェン師の遺書である。」
25 Ibid, pp. 1–2. 
26 シュタイシェン著 , 吉田小五郎訳『切支丹大名史』，p. 1.
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It is immediately obvious that Villion uses the old formal bungo style, while Yoshida adopts a 
more colloquial tone. The latter is easier to read,27 but the former contains more information 
about the purpose of Xavier’s arrival in Kagoshima, Japan’s isolation in relation to the rest of 
the world, and the opportunity for Japan to establish diplomatic relations with other Chris-
tian countries. Villion’s translation is more faithful to the original text, and it shows that his 
writing skills were at a high enough level for him to work on his own. Villion was probably 
too busy with other tasks to pen all of his books by himself. Nevertheless he always proof-
read (閲 ) all the books “recorded,” “written,” “translated,” or “edited” by Kako. From these 
efforts, we can sense his strong determination to communicate with the Japanese masses 
through “written” evangelical works. 
This same determination can be seen in the approximately 70 books by François-Al-
fred-Désiré Ligneul published between 1886 and 1923, the more than 20 books by Lucien 
Drouart de Lezey published between 1897 and 1930, and Emile Raguet’s translation of the 
Bible and other books published between 1890 and 1931. Most of their books are either 
“narrated” (述 ) by themselves and “written” (記 ) by their Japanese assistants, or “authored” (
著 ) by themselves and “translated” (訳 ) by others. 
Japanese people had shown interest in biographies of Christian saints since the early 
1900s.28 Another envoy to Japan from the Societe des Missions Étrangères de Paris, M. Julien 
Sylvain Bousquet (1877–1943), translated Thérèse de Lisieux’s (1873–1897) autobiography 
L’histoire d’une ame (The story of a soul) and published it in 1911 under the title Chiisaki 
hana (The little flower). In the explanatory notes (hanrei) of the translation, Bousquet wrote, 
“I am deeply ashamed of the inconsistency, repetition, inexperienced writing, lack of polish, 
and rough proofreading that has rendered many parts of this book hard to understand.”29 
This statement, with a tad too much humility, proves that this translation was “written 
down” by Bousquet himself. The translation went through 15 editions by 1930.30 In the 12th 
edition, the apologetic introduction had disappeared, and many parts of the book had been 
27 The smooth flow of the sentences (文章の流麗なる点 ) was praised in a book review. See 今宮新「切
支丹大名記、シュタイシェン著、吉田小五郎訳、大岡山書店発行」『史学』Vol. 9, No. 4, 1930, 
p. 165.
28 山梨淳「パリ外国宣教会の出版物と近代日本の文学者」『キリスト教文亜研究所トマス・ア
クィナス研究所紀要』Vol. 25, No. 1, 2010, p. 98.
29 シルベン , ブスケ訳『小さき花──乙女テレジヤ之自叙伝』聖若瑟教育院 , 三才社 , 1911, p. 
7. 「凡例」：「前後不揃や重複になつた箇所もあり且つ文筆に慣れざる者の筆記と、推敲の余日
なさと、校正の粗漏とにより渋晦の跡多きは、訳者の深く慚る所である」．
30 シルベン・ブスケ訳『幼な子に倣ひて──聖女小さきテレジアの践まれし愛の道』光明社 , 
1930,「広告」．
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revised and polished.31 St. Thérèse’s contemplation of her spiritual growth attracted many in 
Japan, and influenced writers such as Miyazawa Kenji (1896–1933),32 Miki Rofū (1889–
1964),33 and Inoue Yōji (1927–2014),34 among others. During WWII, Bousquet was tor-
tured to death by Japanese military police in 1943. 
“Writing” is an act of communication with a much stronger desire than to merely make 
an oral statement or have a conversation. Publications that circulate can reach a wide reader-
ship, and the interwar period provided a favorable climate for the mass production of cultural 
commodities in Japan. As only a very limited number of people were able to read European 
languages, missionaries found it necessary to convey Christian messages directly to the Japa-
nese masses by writing in Japanese. 
Learning the Japanese language as an adult is not easy. The desire to communicate with 
the masses led foreigners to write in Japanese, regardless of their religious affiliation. They 
made errors in writing, a characteristic inherent in second language acquisition, but even so-
called native speakers do this too. Therefore, we can say that foreigners writing in Japanese 
were engaged in a meaningful task, given that the majority of Japanese people did not even 
write for the public. 
2. Two Russian Writers
Vasili Eroshenko (1890–1952) was born in southern Russia and went blind due to a case of 
measles when he was four. He graduated from a school for the blind at the age of eighteen, 
and in 1910, he studied Esperanto. He traveled to Japan in 1914 and entered Tokyo Mōgak-
kō (Tokyo School for the Blind) in May 1915, and by all assumptions, he quickly mastered 
the Japanese language through listening and speaking. In November 1915, he wrote an essay 
titled Ame ga furu (It is raining), in which he described Miyazaki Tōten’s (1870–1922) teach-
ing on religion.35 As he usually wrote using a Braille writer, his essays were published with the 
help of editors who transcribed them into kana and kanji. The following year, he gave a 
speech in Japanese on Russian education for the blind, the transcript of which was published 
31 シルベン , ブスケ訳『小さき花──聖女小さきテレジヤ之自叙伝』12版 , 福音社書店 , 三才
社 , 1925.
32 板谷栄城「賢治と『小さき花』」『宮沢賢治研究』No. 7, 1997, pp. 401–405.
33 大谷恒彦「ブスケ神父と三木露風」『姫路人間学研究』Vol. 2, No, 1, 1999, pp. 67–68; 近藤
健史「三木露風と聖女テレジア賛歌」『研究紀要』（日本大学通信教育部）No. 20, 2007, pp. 
21–38.
34 井上洋治「リジューのテレーズをめぐって」井上 , 山根道公『風のなかの想い』日本基督教
団出版局，1989.
35 エロシェンコ「雨が降る」『早稲田文学』No. 123, 1916. 
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in the school magazine.36 Soon after, he published a commentary on several contemporary 
Russian works of dramatic literature in another magazine.37 He was also active in promoting 
Esperanto in Japan, and he befriended intellectuals, such as writer Akita Ujaku (1883–1962), 
activist Kamichika Ichiko (1888–1981), Russian literature scholar Katagami Noburu (1884–
1928), the owner of the Western restaurant Nakamuraya, Sōma Aizō (1870–1954) and his 
wife Kokkō (1876–1955), and anarchist activist Ōsugi Sakae (1885–1923), to name but a 
few. 
Eroshenko often gave speeches in public. Eguchi Kan (1887–1875) described his speech 
in April 1921, titled “The Cup of Disaster” (Wazawai no sakazuki), as “musical” and “poetic,” 
and said that it “captivated the audience from start to finish.”38 In this speech, Eroshenko 
criticized Japan’s colonial policies, which had given rise to anti-Japan movements in China, 
Siberia, and Korea. The draft of this speech was not published in Japan, but was instead tak-
en to China, translated into Chinese and was published there in May.39 Soon after, in early 
June, he was deported from Japan under suspicion of associating Japan with socialist coun-
tries through his promotion of Esperanto.40 
Instead of writing in his first language Russian and waiting for someone to translate it 
into Japanese, or never to be translated at all, Eroshenko wrote in Japanese in order to com-
municate his message to Japanese readers directly. Soon after his expulsion from Japan, his 
two anthologies Yoake mae no uta (Songs of dawn, 1921) and Saigo no tameiki (The last sigh, 
1921), both written in Japanese, were published. His third anthology, Jinrui no tameni (For 
human beings), was written in Esperanto and was translated into Japanese and published in 
1924. 
Esperanto was created in 1887; it is said to be easy to learn because there are no gram-
matical exceptions, and there is a rich vocabulary useful for writing fiction and poetry.41 
36 エロシェンコ「私立露国モスコー盲学校状況」『内外盲人教育』Vol. 5, Spring Issue, 1916, p. 
23.
37 エロシェンコ「露西亜文学に現はれたる女性」『層雲』Vol. 6, No. 7, 1916.
38 江口渙「エロシェンコ・ワシリー君を憶ふ──序に代へて」エロシェンコ著 , 秋田雨雀編『最
後の溜息』叢文閣 , December 1921, p. 8: 「その時の彼の演説は実際一つの音楽であつた。詩で
あつた。欧洲人らしいアクセントをもつた日本語と、欧洲人らしい言ひ廻しとは更に彼の心
の底から溢れ出る熱情と美しく響く声の調子とに助けられて、聴衆を飽くまで引きつけずに
は置かなかつた。」．This article was originally published in 『読売新聞』，17–21 June, 1921.
39 It was published in a Chinese newspaper『民国日報』副刊「覚悟」26 May, see 藤井省三『エロシ
ェンコの都市物語──1920年代東京・上海・北京』みすず書房 , 1989, p. 32.
40 藤井省三『エロシェンコの都市物語』，p. 49.
41 安藤裕介「国際語としてのエスペラントの可能性（１）」『久留米大学外国語教育研究所紀要』
No. 2, 1995, pp. 81–93.
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However, the number of members of the Japan Esperanto Institute, established in 1917, was 
about 2,000 in 1922.42 Obviously, Eroshenko’s writing would have had limited influence if 
he wrote only in Esperanto and waited for it to be translated into Japanese. Writing in Japa-
nese enabled Eroshenko to transmit his message quickly to a broad audience. His voice in 
Japanese was directly accessible. His play Momoiro no kumo (Pink-colored clouds) provides a 
good example of his colloquial Japanese.43
The essence of Eroshenko’s work is the close connection of the imagined world and ac-
tual society through satire. For instance, the story Semai ori (Narrow cages) in Yoake mae no 
uta shows how the main character, an Indian tiger, discovers that all creatures (a sheep, a bird, 
a goldfish, and a young wife) live without freedom. They are either used to “the cage,” or are 
afraid of being given freedom. 
It is interesting that he wrote in the preface for his first anthology, Yoake mae no uta, “I 
did not intend to publish these stories in Japan. I planned to take them as a gift from this 
foreign country to the new Russia.”44 He continued on to say that he only wrote stories, gave 
public speeches, and acted in plays on social issues to achieve his mission, which was to make 
his life an “art” (geijutsu).45 His cosmopolitan lifestyle of wandering around the world did not 
bother him much even though he was unsure of his next destination after leaving Japan. 
Writing in Japanese seems to have been a temporary means of communication for him, and 
he certainly wanted his messages to go beyond Japan. 
In fact, his writings in Japanese and Esperanto were translated into Chinese, mainly by 
Lu Xun (1881–1936) and his brother Zhou Zuoren (1885–1967). Because of the political 
situation, his satire could only be printed in Japan and China in the 1920s and 1930s, with a 
certain degree of freedom, but not in Russia. His final literary work, “A Red Flower,” was 
narrated in Japanese and recorded by a 16-year-old student, Karl Yoneda, in Beijing at Lu 
Xun’s home in March 1923. It was translated into Chinese by Lu Xun, but was not published 
in Japan until Fujii Shōzō translated it back into Japanese from the Chinese version in 
42 川原次吉郎『エスペラント概論』エスペラント同人社、1923, pp. 53–55.











1989.46 After returning to Russia, Eroshenko did not write much, and died in 1952 without 
any public recognition. Meanwhile, several stories from the above mentioned anthologies 
were included in a series of children’s literature published in Japan.47 
Serge Grigorievich Elisséeff (1889–1975) was born in Saint Petersburg, and was study-
ing at the University of Berlin when he met Shinmura Izuru, the future Japanese linguist. 
With the help of Shinmura and his friends, Elisséeff entered the Imperial University of Tokyo 
in 1908, and studied Japanese language and literature from the ancient period until the Edo 
period. He quickly mastered the Japanese language, frequently went to kabuki and rakugo 
performances, and learned nagauta and Japanese dance. He was the only foreigner among the 
protégés of Natsume Sōseki’s Mokuyōkai gathering. Sōseki valued Elisséeff ’s critical prowess 
and asked him to contribute essays on Russian literature to Asahi Shinbun’s literature column 
(bungeiran), of which Sōseki was the editor.48 
Elisséeff ’s Japanese skills were often on show when he used puns (dajare), and this abili-
ty impressed the Japanese people who met him.49 Elisséeff was asked to write the preface in 
May 1910, two years after his arrival in Japan, for an anthology of six Russian works translat-
ed by Nobori Shomu. This indicates that not only Elisséeff ’s knowledge of Russian literature 
and critical ability were recognized, but also that his Japanese writing skills were highly re-
garded. In the preface, he praised Nobori’s Japanese translation as “close to the original texts 
with no common errors, and perfectly conveying the taste of the original texts.”50 Neverthe-
less, Elisséeff admitted that it was difficult to read Kōda Rohan’s (1867–1947) story Futsuka 
monogatari (A story of two days) because of the numerous Buddhist terms.51
Elisséeff graduated from the Tokyo Imperial University in 1912, and in 1914 returned 
to Russia. The Russian Revolution, which he had previously supported, was a source of con-
stant fear to him. He was arrested for ten days in May 1919, and was kept as a “hostage” 
awaiting execution. After his release from prison, he and his family escaped to Finland in 
46 藤井省三『エロシェンコの都市物語』， pp. 204–212.
47 For instance, 『日本児童文学全集　第12巻　少年少女小説篇２』（河出書房 , 1953）includes 
Eroshenko’s 「二つの小さな死」，「狭い籠」and『少年少女日本文学全集７　小泉八雲・秋田雨雀・
山村暮鳥集』（講談社 , 1977） includes Eroshenko’s「海の王女と漁師」，「鷲の心」，「せまい檻」 and「一
本のなしの木」．
48 倉田保雄「解説──エリセーエフ小伝」エリセーエフ『赤露の人質日記』中央公論社 , 1976, 
revised 1986, pp. 151–182.
49 エリセエフ , 安倍能成 , 中村吉右衛門 and 小宮豊隆「エリセエフを囲んで」『図書』No. 43, 
1953, p. 17.
50 エリセーエフ「序」昇曙夢訳『六人集』易風社 , 1910；再版は『六人集と毒の園』昇先生還
暦記念刊行会 , 1939, pp. 19–28.
51 川口久雄「芍薬の花──『エリセーエフ聞書』序書」『季刊芸術』Vol. 11, No. 2, 1977, p. 100.
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1920, and then went to Paris, where he met Machida Shirō, an Asahi Shinbun correspondent, 
who asked him to write about his experience in Russia.52 
Several months later, Machida received Elisséeff ’s draft and was surprised by the “excel-
lent writing and powers of observation.”53 The draft was titled Sekiro no hitojichi nikki (Dairy 
of a hostage in red Russia) and was serialized in Asahi Shinbun from July until October of 
1921; it was soon reprinted in book form in October 1921, and was widely hailed. There ex-
ists a photocopy of the first page of his draft that shows his skill in written Japanese.54 This 
photocopy also proves that his written Japanese required minimal editing. 
In Sekiro no hitojichi nikki, except for a few parts that may seem unclear because of the 
influence of other languages on the writer, the writing itself, with no excessive emotion and 
sentiment, draws the reader in with its clear descriptions of the changes in Russian society. 
The diary begins in November 1917 and goes through until September 1920. According to 
the book, the Bolshevik government executed 1000 “hostages” whenever one government 
member was assassinated. The “hostages,” mostly intellectuals, capitalists, and officials from 
the previous government, were rounded up and arrested. Elisséeff ’s brother-in-law was mur-
dered in retaliation for the assassination of a member of the government. Elisséeff was arrest-
ed as a “hostage,” but was released because Saint Petersburg State University and the Acade-
my of Sciences he was working for rescued him.55 When Elisséeff successfully escaped to 
Finland with his wife and two young children, the reader of his tale no doubt breathed a deep 
sigh of relief. The narrative is spellbinding. 
This book was praised by Asahi Shinbun (November 12, 1921, evening issue) as “better 
than what Japanese people could write” and was recommended to be read alongside Sekishoku 
Rokoku no ichinen (One year in red Russia), written by an Asahi correspondent Nakahira Aki-
ra and also published in 1921. The details of starvation and political terror in Elisséeff ’s book 
offer first-hand information and experience from an intellectual’s perspective. It is a book that 
could only be published outside of Russia. 
In 1934, Elisséeff became the first head of the Department of Far Eastern Languages at 
Harvard University, where Tsurumi Shunsuke (1922–2015) met him and ranked his lan-
guage proficiency in Russian as best, followed by French, German, Japanese and English.56 
There is a draft written in Russian, with the same content and actual names of the peo-
52 倉田保雄「解説──エリセーエフ小伝」エリセーエフ『赤露の人質日記』pp. 151–182.
53 Ibid.
54 エリセーエフ『赤露の人質日記』朝日新聞社 , 1921.
55 エリセーエフ『赤露の人質日記』中央公論社 , 1976, revised 1986.
56 鶴見俊輔「エリセエフ先生の思い出──東と西の出会い」『図書』No. 612, 2000, pp. 2–6.
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ple mentioned in the Japanese version.57 He sent this draft to his friend Nikolai Nevsky 
(1892–1937), who was teaching in Japan, probably to warn him of the danger of returning 
to Russia. Eventually Nevsky returned with his wife to Russia to teach at the same university 
and the couple was executed in 1937 for being “spies for Japan.”58 That same year Elisséeff 
returned to Japan, but was under constant surveillance by the military police. He did not re-
turn to Japan until 1952.59
Conclusion
From the above survey of foreigners who wrote in Japanese during the interwar period in Ja-
pan, we can glean several important points: (1) Their strong desire to communicate with the 
Japanese people led them to write or narrate in Japanese; (2) Books written in Japanese pro-
vided readers with direct, quick and effective access to the thoughts of the writers, which oth-
erwise would have had to wait to be translated; (3) The difficulty of learning the Japanese 
language as an adult cannot be underestimated, but can be overcome; (4) The Japanese lan-
guage was effectively used to convey religious messages, cosmopolitan sentiments, and ac-
counts of anti-despotism; (5) Writing by foreigners in Japanese helped to make Japanese an 
“international language” during the interwar period, if we also consider the fact that the lan-
guage was used in East Asia by colonized people from Taiwan, Korea, Manchuria and China 
in their anti-colonization activities.60 
Today there are about 2 million non-native speakers who are able to understand written 
texts in Japanese.61 During the last two decades, a phenomenon —— that is, the fact that 
quite a number of non-native Japanese speakers have written novels, short stories, poems (in-
cluding haiku and tanka), and essays in Japanese —— has attracted the attention of readers 
and scholars. Many of these writers, such as Hideo Levy, Alex Kerr, David Zoppetti, Arthur 
Binard, Tian Yuan, Shirin Nezammafi, and Yang Yi, have been awarded literary prizes and 
have become the focus of academic research.62 There are even more foreigners writing schol-
arly books today. But as I have shown here, this phenomenon did not start a mere two de-
57 日野貴夫 , 河合忠信「エイリセーエフ 「赤露の人質日記」 露文草稿（１）」『ビブリア』No. 
100, 1993, p. 345.
58 檜山真一「エリセーエフとネフスキイ」『立命館経済学』Vol. 46, No. 6, 1998, p. 17.
59 エリセエフ , 安倍能成 , 中村吉右衛門 and 小宮豊隆「エリセエフを囲んで」『図書』No. 43, 
1953, p. 18.
60 柳書琴「台湾作家呉坤煌の日本語文学──日本語創作の国際的ストラテジー」郭南燕編『バ
イリンガルな日本語文学──多言語多文化のあいだ』三元社 , 2013, pp. 226–245.
61 郭南燕「序章　バイリンガルな文学とは？」郭編『バイリンガルな日本語文学』p. 12.
62 郭南燕「日本語文学のバイリンガル性」郭編『バイリンガルな日本語文学』pp. 421–436.
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cades ago; rather, it has its roots in writing by foreigners centuries ago, in the late 16th centu-
ry, the so-called Kirishitan Century.
Since the 1860s, the practice of foreigners writing in Japanese has continually evolved, 
with the interwar period seeming to be one of the most active periods of this phenomenon in 
modern times. In this respect, we can say that the Japanese language has, in fact, a history in 
which it has been loosened from the narrow confines of the notion of “nationhood.”
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30  Crossing the Borders between the Living and the Dead:
An Insight into Knowledge Transfer 
and Issues of Post-War Reconciliation1
INAGA Shigemi
Heritage and inheritance are not always examined in relation to the idea of compensation. In 
the Japanese language, however, these ideas are closely interrelated. The verb “tsugu” means 
“succeed,” i.e. transmitting a heritage from one generation to another; while the verb “tsugu-
nau” means “ to compensate.” If “compensation” implies a loss, the idea of “succession” also 
presupposes a loss; Succession is an act of selection which inevitably excludes what one can-
not transmit. Heritage management should be redefined from this insight: knowledge trans-
fer cannot preclude the loss of knowledge; on the contrary, the loss is the initial condition on 
which heritage management is to be constructed. The paper will analyze this anomalous, or 
literally “preposterous” condition by focusing on several cases of knowledge transfer in the 
field of “intangible cultural heritage.”
1. Hiroshima Seventieth Commemoration 
I grew up in Hiroshima, famous for the atomic bomb. The name of the city is also inscribed 
in Berlin; Hiroshima Strasse, located just in front of the Japanese Embassy, near the Potzdam-
merplatz, which had been cut into two by the Berlin Wall up until 1990. It is notorious that 
the new Japanese Embassy building after Wiedervereinigung is a faithful copy reconstruction 
of the pre-War Embassy of the Great Japanese Empire which served during wartime under 
Japan’s Axial Alliance with Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy. It is shameful (or is it shameless?) 
that the name of Hiroshima is commemorated in connection with the infamous Japanese 
militarism. Quite obviously, it is not my intention to talk about Hiroshima as if it were my 
lofty task as a descendent of a victim who witnessed the nuclear disaster. From the outset, a 
Japanese speaker coming from Hiroshima (“je suis de Hiroshima” – Margaret Durras, Hiro-
shima Mon Amour), is not fully entitled to be an acclaimed representative of the atomic bomb 
victims. One should be ashamed if one were asked to fulfill such an ignominious task.
The task is ignominious for triple reasons. First, Japanese citizens cannot claim their to-
1  This paper was presented at the panel “Heritage Management as an Act of Compensation” of the 
Conference “Wounds, Scars, and Healing: Civil Society and Postwar Pacific Basin Reconciliation” at the 
University of Sydney, October 1–2, 2015. My thanks to Yasuko Claremont and Roman Rosenbaum for 
their kind invitaion.
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tal innocence on account of the atrocities committed by their parents and ancestors in Korea, 
China and in the Pacific islands during the War, including Australia.2 Second, making use of 
the atomic bomb as an excuse so as to pretend to be the victim is simply hypocritical. To be 
the victim does not necessarily guarantee one’s own moral superiority, nor does it automati-
cally authorize the claimer to accuse the enemy of injustice. (Precisely for the same reason, 
justifying the atomic and other indiscriminate bombing on civilians, in the name of world 
justice and for the purpose of quickly ending the war, so as to diminish the total number of 
victims, is no less hypocritical). These are two basic conditions for any reconciliation when it 
comes with the side of “aggressors” and their moral descendants.3 But the most serious reason 
in our present context resides in the following: how is it possible for survivors to assume the 
role of those who could not survive. 
All those who did know the truth of the catastrophe could not survive; only those who 
escaped from it can speak in the name of the dead in their place. But what the survived wit-
ness is only a shadow of the truth. Just as the shadow of irradiation left on the wall of the 
building. Those who left their own shadow figure on the wall could not survive, even if they 
were not instantaneously evaporated by the heat beam of the nuclear fission. “Eyewitness” is a 
treacherous term here because those who saw the light of the atomic fireball in their own eye 
near the epicenter simply lost their eyesight.4 Eyewitnesses are blind by definition; those who 
experienced the sound wave several seconds later had their ear tympanum ruptured, even if 
they were not blown away or crushed together with the falling buildings. (In the city of more 
than 250 thousand inhabitants, most of the houses were made of wood; only few main pub-
lic buildings near the epicenter were constructed with reinforced concrete. Among them was 
the one to be re-named the “Atomic Bomb Dome”.)
In reality, however, those who could fortunately escape immediate death had to suffer 
further and longer. During the rescue operations in devastating conditions, they witnessed 
the slow but relentless death of innumerable people, known and unknown. They had seen 
many people with their burnt skin hanging down from their face and arms wander around in 
2  From the outset, this puts the case of Japanese empire in sharp contrast to the Jewish memorials in 
Germany and elsewhere in Europe. On this level, no comparison seems to me possible to establish between 
the two issues. 
3  This aspect, or rather mutual complicity between the American occupation army and the post-war 
Japanese discourse construction, is convincingly demonstrated by Shibata Yūko 柴田優呼 , “Hiroshima/
Nagasaki” hibaku shinwa o kaitai suru “ヒロシマ・ナガサキ” 被爆神話を解体する (Hiroshima/Nagasaki-
Deconstructing the Myth of Bombing and Irradiation), Tokyo: Sakuhinsha, 2015.
4  Akira Mizuta Lippit, Atomic Light (Shadow Optics), Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2005. 
The book refers to the same metaphor by brilliantly applying derridian and lacanian rhetoric; the tactics 
which the present author intentionally avoids.
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vain in search of drinking water. Many of them were drawn in the river (on the delta of 
which the city is located). Their bodies, piled up on the shore, soon began to decompose un-
der the hot and humid summer weather. Later those who thought they could finally escape 
from the disaster, or those who entered the city for rescue, began all of a sudden losing hair, 
spitting blood or noticed their excrement covered with blood. People with these symptoms 
also died sooner or later. Even those who had not been seriously injured and safely evacuated 
the doomed city in ruin wondered several months later why their burned skin and minor in-
juries would not heal as usual.5 Obviously their chromosomes have been damaged by the nu-
clear irradiation (though the genetic mechanism was still unknown). In total, no less than 
190 thousand people were killed by a tiny “Little Boy” dropped from a B-29 Bomber, nick-
named Enora Gay. 
We commemorate the 70th anniversary of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic bomb-
ing in the year of 2015. Those who were 20 at that moment turn 90. Within a decade, prac-
tically there will be no survivors who can directly transfer their experience and memory to the 
posterity. History teaches us that with the loss of eyewitnesses, the human species tend to re-
peat the same stupidities. The knowledge transfer bridging the generations is extremely fragile 
and versatile in this aspect (I use the term “knowledge” here with a wider acceptation, in 
terms of the “memory” as was the case in Saint Augustine in antiquities, and consider it in 
the context of the heritage management). At the Hiroshima Peace Memorial, there is a ceno-
taph with the inscription by Tadayoshi Saiga: “Let all the souls rest here in peace, as we shall 
never repeat the evil.”6 I wonder if the human species is wise enough to keep the promise the 
survivors of Hiroshima have made in front of the dead victims.
5  The movie Hiroshima, 1953, dir. Hideo Sekigawa, 104 minutes, tries to reconstruct, partly at least, the 
process of the bombing and irradiation in retrospect eight years later, but the visualization rather reveals its 
limit.
6  The English is by Saiga himself. Obviously the unspecified “we” causes several controversies. Though 
Saiga, as an idealist, hoped to include in this “we” all the surviving humanities from the catastrophe, the fact 
remains that for the American government as well as for the majority of American citizens, the dropping 
of the bomb cannot constitute, even nowadays, any “evil” at all, but rather an act of justice made against 
the Japanese. Some of the main opinion makers among the Hiroshima-Nagasaki victims, especially elite 
scientists and Christians, duplicated similar interpretations by identifying the A-bomb victims as the “elected 
target” by the fate, if not by God, and accepted it, not without resignation, in the name of scientific progress 
as well as part of the necessary compensation of the atrocities committed by the Japanese militarism. In 
a sense, the “brain washing” conducted by the GHQ worked with efficiency, even beyond expectation as 
the survivors almost overlooked the “aggressor” or the subject of bombing. Asian invaded lands and people 
remain almost completely out of the perspective of both the Americans and Japanese.
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2. Transfer of Knowledge or a Witness of Loss
Any knowledge transfer by the human species cannot be exempt from this fate: what is trans-
ferred from one generation to another is like a shadow of the disappeared; it eloquently and 
cruelly shows the amount of the sacrifice that the transfer cannot help but make as its inevita-
ble side-effect. What we can transfer as knowledge may well be no better than the by-product 
of the loss that it inevitably entails. This recognition of the inevitable loss allows us to regard 
human heritage as a struggle to compensate what we are not capable of compensating. Rec-
onciliation, whatsoever should be based on this irremediable loss, from the outset. 
The Questions of King Menander (Milinda Panha) is a famous Buddhist literature, an 
outcome of the conquest by Alexander the Great, recording, as it is said, the conversation be-
tween an Indian-Greek king, who ruled Afghanistan and the Northern part of India in the 
second half of the 2nd century B.C., and a Buddhist bhikkhu (monk), named Nâgasena. One 
of its most famous anecdotes is about fire. Is the burning fire on the torch the same fire as the 
one which was burning yesterday? So long as the burning continues, there is no interruption 
as a fire; and yet the fuel consumed in the fire can no longer be the same combustible provid-
ed yesterday.7 Human knowledge transfer cannot be much different from this fire, if we were 
able to grasp in one glimpse the entire human history, by condensing the wide time scape of 
several hundred years into one minute, for example. 
As the opening of the famous essay by Kamo no Chōmei (1153/6–1216) states 800 
years ago (1212), “the river stream is continuous and yet the water there is no longer the 
same.” “The foam floating and vanishing on the water current” (nagare ni ukabu utakata 流
れに浮かぶうたかた ) is a metaphor of the brief existence of each of us. Our individual con-
sciousness flickers and disappears in a moment (just like the innumerable lanterns commem-
orating the dead souls on the Motoyasu and Ōta rivers of Hiroshima every summer); it is lost 
once for all and one after another incessantly. And yet the water current remains almost in 
permanence, for eternity, if judged from the human eye. The permanence of the river stream 
repeats its dynamic life according to the ecological system of water circulation on the planet. 
Since the immemorial past, the earth continues its rotation and revolution, with climatic 
heating-up and cooling-down, far beyond the life cycle of a tiny individual life and death. 
The amount of these “tiny foams floating and vanishing” constitutes the entire traces left by 
human species on the earth. And even this entire span of traces is nothing but an “Augen-
7  Milindapañhā, Japanese translation from the Pali original;『ミリンダ王の問い』by Nakamura Hajime 
中村元 and Hayashima Kyōshō 早島鏡正 , Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1963, Vol.1, pp.111–113 (Book I, chapter 
2).
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blick” in the geological time scale. 
Knowledge transfer may also be explained in terms of tradition. The Japanese transla-
tion for Western “tradition” 伝統 is usually composed of two Chinese characters, “transmis-
sion” and “lineage”, but “transmission” of the “light of a lantern” is also a homonym which is 
respected in the esoteric Buddhism of the Tendai 天台 sect since the 8th century, in the mon-
astery of Hieizan 比叡山 located at the east of the Kyoto basin. The lettering 伝燈 means 
transmitting the torch-fire of belief and teaching from one generation to another. It is true 
that the individual human transmitter cannot live for eternity, and should disappear one after 
another, but the fire on the torch is maintained like the relay of the sacred fire in the Olympic 
games, without losing its initial splendor. 
How about Shintoism? The sanctuary of Ise 伊勢celebrated its latest and 61st transfer 
in 2013, by replacing the old wooden structure with an entirely renewed and identical ver-
sion.8 According to extant documents, the first transfer was conducted in the year of 690 in 
Gregorian calendar, or in the second era of the reign by the Empress Jitō 持統 . Since that 
ceremonial initiation, each generation of the sanctuary has been dismantled and newly rebuilt 
every twenty years, shifting its location back and force between the vacant empty place (for 
the former and next generation) and the place occupied by the wooden structure of the cur-
rent generation). According to Junko Miki, scholar in aesthetics, the sanctuary’s “intangible 
vitality” generates from this rhythmical reciprocity between the ephemeral presence and the 
empty vacancy. The void suggests at the same time the past origin is already lost, and the not-
yet born future shall succeed the heritage.9 The notion of “intangible cultural heritage” ad-
opted by the UNESCO may find out an unexpected model case in the successive transfer 式
年遷宮 ritually practiced at the Sanctuary of Ise. 
It goes without saying that irregular interruptions took place by accident several times 
during the long history of more than one thousand three hundred years, due to civil wars and 
other disturbances. It must also be remarked that succession has not been maintained with-
out any stylistic modifications. It is officially claimed that the current building faithfully in-
herits the style of the precedent model, thus transmitting to this day the initial style of the 
7th century without alternations. And yet, in the 16th century (1582), for example, carpen-
ters had to make the reconstruction without referring to the precedent structure, as it had 
been lost for long, due to the civil war which devastated the whole country. To use the terms 
8  See Shigemi Inaga, « La Vie transitoire des forms, un patrimoine culturel à l’état d’Eidos flottant », in 
Sanctuaire d’Ise, Éditions Mardaga, 2015, pp.144–145.
9  Junko Miki, « Représenter le sanctuaire d’Ise une dialiectique entre fermture et ouverture », in Sanctuaire 
d’Ise, ibid., pp.124–143.
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in genetics, something like atavism (return to the archaic simplicity) or genetic mutation spo-
radically took place in token of the historical vicissitudes. 
And yet, it seems as if the material discontinuity (in reality) has strengthened the spiri-
tual sense of continuous and uninterrupted transfer from antiquity (in ideology). If one is ca-
pable of observing the span of 1400 years in one minute, one may certainly be surprised by 
the stability the sanctuary has managed to maintain. The (illusory) vision of its sustainability 
is fostered in contrast to the vicissitudes with which other historical monuments have passed 
through incessant rise and fall, edifications and destructions. Despite several interruptions in 
time (especially in the 15th–16th centuries) and minute oscillations in the details, the shrine 
of Ise as a whole successfully inherited its lost prototype as if the double spiral of the DNA 
faithfully reproduced itself in genetic transmission.
The driving force in the succession ritual of the Ise Shrine cannot be reduced to the 
idea of restoration or repairing. The idea of restoration is epitomized in the case of the ship of 
Theseus in ancient Athens: when one portion of the historical ship is rotten, that part was 
substituted by a new material, and in the long run, it is said, the original wood entirely disap-
peared from the ship of commemoration. This is what is happening to the Staircase of the 
Chateau de Fontainebleau, for example. Only 30% of the original stone remain there from 
the 16th century. In contrast, in the case of the Ise Shrine, the precedent structure is inten-
tionally demolished as a whole so as to be replaced by an entirely renewed one. This total re-
placement implies the idea of metabolism; the sanctuary simulates the ecological succession 
which takes place in the surrounding forest. And the dismembered pieces are put into recy-
cling for the secondary use in auxiliary sanctuaries all around Japan, especially in places where 
the shrines have been damaged or destroyed by natural calamities.10 
This metabolic replacement together with the idea of recycling guarantees a sort of 
“permanence in impermanence.” The wooden structure, which is “eternally new” (as it can-
not be more ancient than 20 years old) fosters the illusion of the presence of a building which 
is “eternally old” (as it dates from the year 690, at the latest, surviving, as it were, for more 
than 1300 years in succession). Discovering this eternally old and eternally new sanctuary, a 
German architect, Bruno Taut, proposed in the 1934, during his “exile” in Japan, a vivid 
comparison of Ise with the Parthenon in Athens: if the Parthenon is no longer but a ruin, a 
heritage of the lost glory of the Greek antiquity, Ise still maintains its living form as a spiritual 
10 In recent years, the Nachi Shrine destroyed by flood or the shrine at the Rebun Island in the north were 
reconstructed by using the woods provided by the Ise. 
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symbol uniting a whole nation.11 
The notion of metabolism, evoked above, may be particularly relevant. The wooden 
structure is replaced every twenty years. No material continuity is aimed at. Yet by sacrificing 
material originality, the form as an idea (eidos) is to be renewed and hopefully maintained for 
eternity. If Plato could see this in Japan, he would have been delighted in finding out the liv-
ing model of his philosophical idea. The dichotomy of eidos versus hyre (which stems from 
the wood as Spanish term suggests), are ideally combined and visualized in the practice of 
knowledge transfer through the ritual succession at the Ise shrine. Yet the materialized eidos in 
Ise is void of sense; it does not put any predetermined theology or ideology onto the material, 
if not the message of successive transfer itself. Instead of “signifiant flottant” proposed by Ro-
land Barthes and elaborated by Claude Lévi-Strauss, I would name it “eidos flottant.” 
Why “eidos flottant”? The signifiés to be filled in this empty floating form cannot be 
found from within (emic), but it has been proposed from the outside (etic) by each of the suc-
cessive generations; the empty and invisible precinct remains silent. It seems as if this silent 
empty receptacle had accumulated a succession of knowledge of its own, yet all of which are 
coming from exterior one after another. The temple has served as a passive depository of 
these etic documents trying to elucidate its mystery, in vain. The sanctuary stands for a mute 
observatory: by rejecting its own historicity, it reveals instead the historicity of these etic ac-
counts on its own as these accounts have been attracted around this “silent center” (R. Bar-
thes). Among them, the idea of “simulacra without original,” (Jean Baudrillard) was no ex-
ception. This idea was applied to the sanctuary at the previous transfer in 1993. Even this 
post-modern view of the sanctuary, proposed two decades ago, is by now inscribed in history. 
It is registered among the clichés of this chrono-political monument.12 
3. Metempsychosis and the Renewal of Heritage
Shūzō Kuki (1888–1941), one of the most distinguished Japanese philosophers in the pre-
war period, made reference to the metaphor of the torch-fire in the Questions of King Milinda. 
In 1928, at the end of his 8-year-stay in Europe, Kuki delivered two lectures in French at 
Pontiny explaining the oriental notion of Time to Western philosophers. From the torch-fire 
metaphor, demonstrating the continuity by way of discontinuity, Kuki moved to the story of 
Sisyphus in the Greek mythology. The giant is charged with the stupid task of transporting a 
11 For more detail, see Jourdan Sand, “Japan’s Monument Problem: Ise Shrine as Metaphor,” Past and 
Present 226, 2015 (supplement 10): 126–152.
12 Shigemi Inaga, “To be a Japanese Artist in the So-called Postmodern Era,” Third Text.33 (Winter 1995–
1996): 17–24.
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huge rock to the top of the mountain. Whenever he pushes the rock to the top of the moun-
tain, it mercilessly drops into the bottom of the valley, and Sisyphus has to climb down the 
path to resume the same toil again. The Western philological tradition had seen in this mean-
ingless repetition, a doomed destiny, a course inflicted upon the giant as an extreme punish-
ment. Yet Kuki boldly expressed his disagreement to this view.13
It was shortly after the outbreak of the Great Kantō Earthquake in 1923, a catastrophe 
which completely devastated Tokyo, the capital of Japan. Kuki had been repetitively asked by 
his European colleagues: why do the Japanese try to reestablish the metro-underground traffic 
network in the same metropolitan area which is doomed to the next earthquake within the 
span of one hundred years? Is the earthquake sinister? Is the destruction a curse or punish-
ment to which the inhabitants of the archipelago are destined at the fringe of the Pacific 
Ocean? To this question, Kuki replied “No.” The will to resume reconstruction with hope, 
the courage to overcome negative fate and the determination of rejecting resignation, these 
are the message of the myth: To do one’s best without hesitating repetitive endeavor was the 
stern manifestation of one’s free will, a positive proof of the liberty, which had nothing to do 
with the predestinated defeatism or fatalism. Kuki states in this way and proposes to read in 
the myth of Sisyphus a torch-fire of hope, symbolizing the dignity of human free volition. It 
was 14 years later, or only two years after Kuki’s premature death in 1941 that Albert Camus 
published his Mythe de Sisyphe (1942). Several scholars speculate the possibility that the 
French existentialist could have been inspired from the reflection by the Japanese philosopher 
(Camus could not have missed the fact that the young Jean-Paul Sartre had been Baron Ku-
ki’s “répétiteur” during his stay in Paris in 1920s).14
Among many possible references to Kuki’s bold reinterpretation of the Myth of Sisy-
phus, one may detect Kuki’s affinity with F. Nietzsche’s idea of the eternal return. The circular 
and recycling notion of Time is one of the stereotypical understandings of “Oriental 
Thought,” which lies in contrast to the “Western” modern idea of Time as linear develop-
ment and progress. And yet, the idea of “eternal return” implies a famous paradox: so long as 
I am conscious that I am the outcome of an eternal return, my “self ” should logically be dif-
ferent from my previous “self ” by the very consciousness in question. For my previous “self ” 
could not have noticed in advance its own rebirth into my present “self.” This self-conscious-
ness is superfluous in any attempt to accomplish the perfect “eternal retour,” as it prevents 
13 Shuzo Kuki, « La notion du temps et la reprise sur le temps en Orient, » repris dans Propos sur le temps, 
Paris: Philippe Renouard, 1928, pp.9–27.
14 Sugimoto Hidetarō 杉本秀太郎 , “Tetsugakuteki Zuan” 哲学的図案 (Philosophical Design), in Monthly 
Report 月報 , Kuki Shūzō Zenshū 九鬼周造全集 (Complete Works of Kuki Shūzō), vol. 1, 1981, pp.1–3.
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“me” from being identical with the previous “self ”. Once revealed, the self-consciousness thus 
saps the very condition of the eternal return. In other words, metempsychosis can be main-
tained so long as one is not aware of it.15
Here is another paradox of knowledge transfer: Tradition is self-deceptive by definition. 
Ironically enough, those who believe in their faithfulness to the precedent example inevitably 
deviate from the tradition because of their faithful-consciousness. On the contrary, those who 
have no notion of faithfulness or respect to tradition are incapable of measuring to which ex-
tent they are faithful or not in their heritage succession. This is obvious, for they are lacking 
in the will of succeeding the tradition or making effort for any faithful transmission. Only 
those revolutionaries (hommes révoltés, in Camus’s expression) who intentionally want to de-
stroy tradition can grasp it, in as much as they are conscious of the critical distance they want 
to establish vis-à-vis the tradition in question. The tradition therefore would not reveal itself 
unless it is confronted with the destructive relationship such as disobedience, treachery or 
unconditional rupture… Accessible tradition always hides an inaccessible reverse side. 
Thus, knowledge transfer turns out to be inseparable from the sense of irremediable 
loss. Succession and transfer of knowledge is nothing but the reverse side of its impossibility. 
What we can transfer to posterity is no more than the empty residue of what we wish to 
transmit in vain, the traces of loss indicating the failure of our endeavor to transmit. Ruins 
are the physical memory of such unsuccessful transfers. We call such debris and remains 
“ruin” as they have lost their raison d’être and practical value (be it utilitarian, political, eco-
nomic, heuristic, or religious, or whatsoever), despite the fact that our ancestors put all their 
wisdom, intelligence and energy in their realization and maintenance (in their vain search of 
their “sustainability” in the future…).
What kind of ruins can Japan of the 20th century transfer to the posterity of human 
beings? Will it be the Atomic Bomb Dome in Hiroshima (1945) on the one hand, or the 
abandoned nuclear reactors of Fukushima (2011) on the other? And must we wait for the day 
when Fukushima Strasse will be installed side by side with Hiroshima Strasse in the Capital of 
the Bundes Republik Deutschland? Is it still allowed for us to cherish the optimistic hope of a 
Sisyphus in front of these nuclear disasters? The reconciliation with the dead is the task which 
still awaits us.
Let me finish by a requiem I composed in commemoration of the lost lives in the North 
Eastern Japan Great Earthquake of March 11, 2011.
15 Cf. Karl Löwith, Nietzsches Philosophie der ewigen Wiederkunft des Gleichen, 1935; Felix Meiner, 1986.
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Survival
— At the end of the year 2011 —
To the memory of the lost lives at the 3.11 Earthquake
All of us
Who live on Earth are no other than the latest survivors.
In our shadow are hidden all who could not survive.
The enormous amount of the Dead sustains our Life.
Life is nothing but a peak of an immense iceberg;
Under the sea level lies the vast domain of the Dead.
Thanks to the invisible dark shadow of our dead companions,
We are allowed to live; entitled to a moment of survival.
Let us express our innermost thanks for being kept alive now,
For, it is the only way to praise those who could not survive.
The Dead are accompanying us so long as we live.
Let’s stop worrying about the probability of our own survival rate.
For the last one who can happily survive is not the “I” who is alive.
It is only where the not-survived have given their place to the survivors,
That the sunlight reaches, and the darkness is wiped away to nurture new lives.
Just like the stump of a cut-down tree which put forth the new crimson buds,
Just like the carbonized stubbles nourishing the green sprouts on the burnt field.
Death is not the enemy of Life; it is a seedbed, a cradle for Life,
The dead provide us with the vigor, blessing us with the chance to live.
The mindful thought of the non-survivors is bestowed upon our lives.
It is our duty to accomplish this entrusted life, a gift sent from the dead.
And let us share our suffering of Life, in token of our respect to the Dead.
Facing the calamities beyond description, words fail us, we are kept voiceless.
Yet the voiceless silence gives birth to voices; words are spun again into a yarn of stories.
Yet the reanimated words will one day fall on the ground again, like the dead leaves;
And the leaf mold heaps up slowly and silently at the bottom of an unknown lake.
The soil accumulates annual sediment, while the trunk of a tree ages year by year.
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The layers preserve the traces of climate mutations and earth-tectonics of the millennium.
Like the archival documents, the sediment of soil composes the chronicle of the planet.
The patterns of Lives are woven in the layers of fossilized terrain to record
The irreplaceable Chain of Being for eternity,
Crossing the animated and the inanimate.
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